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Email letters, including author’s name, mailing address and daytime phone number to letters@alibi.com.
Letters can also be mailed to P.O. Box 81, Albuquerque, N.M., 87103 or faxed to (505) 346-0660.

Letters—including comments posted on alibi.com—may be published in any medium and edited for length
and clarity; owing to the volume of correspondence, we regrettably can’t respond to every letter.

Diverse Views

Dear Alibi,
Peter Nardini responded beautifully in
"Nurture the Seeds" [v27, i33] to Manuel
Ybarra's "Letter to America" [v27, i32]. Ybarra’s
point seems to be that without belief in a
Christian God, people are “morally corrupt,”
hate more than love, do “abominable things,”
and are headed to Hell. Nardini correctly
points out that Ybarra’s message is one of
religious exclusivity that prevents him from
seeing how loving people with diverse religious
views can be. I would add that diverse religious
views include atheism, agnosticism and non-
deity-based spirituality, none of which is
inconsistent with possessing a moral compass,
capacity to love fellow human beings and other
creatures, or doing good in the world.

While I also respect Ybarra’s faith, he has
no more proof of the existence of God than I
do. Because I have no proof one way or the
other, nor do I expect such proof to be
forthcoming, I don't consider the question of
God's existence important to me. So I guess
that makes me agnostic. I prefer to focus on
understanding nature and living in harmony
with nature, which includes all human beings. I
know many people whose understanding of
nature is similar to mine, only they reach that
understanding through both science and their
belief in God and their particular religions.

People do wonderful things in the name of
religion. People also fight wars over religious
differences, claiming that their God is superior
to their enemy's God. I’ve lived long enough to
learn many times over that a person’s religion,
belief in God, or lack of such religion or belief
is not a reliable predictor of how good, loving
or moral that person is or may become.

The Mayflower pilgrims may have come to
America to advance Christianity, as Ybarra
claims. However, this country, as encapsulated

in the First Amendment, was founded on
principles of religious tolerance. It should stay
that way.

Rich Weiner,
Albuquerque

Humpty Trumpty

Humpty Trumpty fell off his border wall
All the lies that his press security would tell
Could not put Humpty Trumpty back together
again.

The news quickly spread through out the land
Only to be called “fake news” by Fox.

Giuliani was quick to say
That Muller pushed Humpty Trumpty off his
border wall.
Falling on the Mexican side
Where federal police took him away.

When asked where Humpty Trumpty was
taken
The Mexican government could not say
No flowers were placed where he fell
Only the baby Trumpty balloon floats over the
spot.

Soon great celebrations covered both lands
That the want-a-be dictator is gone for good.

Suddenly the lights come on
And Humpty Trumpty realizes it was only a
dream.

Soon the reality of the day sets in
It’s breakfast and eight hours in the prison
laundry
At twenty-five cents a hour.

Bill Moore,
Albuquerque a
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WEIRD NEWS
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Dateline: England
A man allegedly posed as his ex-fiancée’s

dead mother in an attempt to rekindle the

relationship has received a suspended prison

sentence. Cornwall Live reports Roy

Meadwell was sentenced to four months in

prison after he broke a restraining order that

banned him from contacting Kay Wimbury

or entering Cornwall, where she lived.

According to authorities, Meadwell broke a

court order that was given to him after he

attacked Wimbury in 2016. He reportedly

went to a psychic shop for a consultation

and took a leaflet home with him. He then

sent an anonymous letter to Wimbury which

appeared to have been written by her dead

mother. The letter described a Christmas

ornament given to her by her mother that

had broken but was fixed by Meadwell. It

urged her to call the man who “sacrificed

everything” for her and listed a number of

favors Meadwell had performed for

Wimbury. A second anonymous message

purportedly written by Meadwell was also

delivered to Wimbury’s home. This message,

supposedly written by an anonymous friend,

read “OMG, can’t you see the greatness in

this man.” Meadwell denied five counts of

breaking a retraining order, but was found

guilty of four of them by a jury. He was

sentenced to four months in jail, suspended

for two years so that the restraining order

could remain in effect.

Dateline: New Jersey
Hoboken mayor Ravi Bhalla has received

criticism after it appeared he’d thanked

himself on Facebook. According to New

Jersey 101.5, “Ravi Bhalla, Mayor of

Hoboken” made a post on Facebook

concerning his own efforts to help relieve

residents who were affected by a broken

water main. Photos of the mayor handing

out bottles of water at his constituent’s doors

were accompanied by a message that the

water would be turned back on within hours.

Soon after the post was published, a

comment by “Ravi Bhalla, Mayor of

Hoboken” appeared, saying, “Thanks for the

hands on work and unrelenting pressure

you’re placing on Suez. It’s needed and

necessary.” Other users quickly noticed the

mistake and pointed it out. “You realize

you’ve posted this comment yourself, right?”

one commenter asked. Michael DeFusco, a

Hoboken City Councilman and previous

rival of Bhalla’s for mayor, took to Twitter to

give the mayor some advice: “Thanks for

being there during the latest #hoboken

water main burst, but just a suggestion—

next time, wait to get actual feedback from

residents before making up things all by

yourself.” Bhalla’s brother Amardeep Singh

later claimed that he had accessed the

account and created the post, not the mayor. 

Dateline: Mexico
A restaurant in Mexico City was told to stop

serving tarantula tacos after it was

discovered that the spider being used was a

protected species. A video was released to

Facebook earlier this month depicting

footage of a chef at the México en el Paladar

restaurant using an aerosol can and lighter

to torch a tarantula for use in an expensive

and exotic taco. The video went viral and

soon attracted the attention of the federal

Environmental Protection Agency. FOX

News reports the arachnid was identified as

a Mexican red rump tarantula—a protected

species under federal law. Agents were sent

into the restaurant and confiscated four

spider carcasses. México en el Paladar was

reportedly selling the tacos for 500 pesos—

nearly $27. Patrons of the restaurant looking

for insect-based dishes won’t be

disappointed, however, since the menu

retains grasshoppers, scorpions, moth larvae

and worm and ant eggs. It is unclear if any

penalty will be leveled against the

restaurant’s owners, who have said they will

stop serving the dish until they can prove

that they’ve obtained their ingredients

legally.

Dateline: Florida
A security guard was fired after filming

himself farting in his workplace for six

months. AV Club reports a man using the

name “Paul Flart” on Instagram recently

gained viral fame for a series of videos

documenting his farts. The videos generally

consist of Flart looking directly into the

camera accompanied by the sound of

flatulence. Flart was interviewed by Vice last

week and revealed that his first name was

actually Doug, though he declined to say his

last name. In the interview he commented

on the sudden success of his Instagram

account—which recently gained over

50,000 followers—saying, “It transcends all

languages. There’s no translation necessary,

it’s just funny.” He said he started recording

his farts after admiring the acoustical quality

of the hospital lobby in which he worked. A

compilation of the videos was uploaded to

Reddit, where it gained a large amount of

public attention. Staff at the hospital where

Flart worked were made aware of the videos,

and he was promptly terminated from his

position. He was informed that he was being

fired for using a mobile phone during work

hours in violation of company policy. Flart

filmed the confrontation. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news

to josh@alibi.com.
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PED Official Accused of Retaliation
The Santa Fe Public Schools superintendent
claims poor grades given to the district's
schools by the Public Education Department
were based on politics rather than
performance.

Earlier this month, PED released its yearly
grades for the state's public schools. While
Education Secretary Christopher Ruszkowski
praised many schools for their efforts, he
specifically named SFPS as being concerning,
since 56 percent of its schools received D or F
grades. Santa Fe superintendent Dr. Veronica
Garcia said the grades were a political attack
on the district in response to her decision to
take the stand as a witness in a lawsuit
claiming that PED failed to provide enough
funds to meet students' needs.

According to US News, Garcia said the
grades do not reflect the district's actual state.
Ruzkowski sent a statement to the Associated
Press, saying the Santa Fe School District
should compare itself to Gadsden Independent
School District, which is of similar size with a
higher percentage of students from low-
income backgrounds who have superior
grades.

Pearce Calls for CYFD Reform
Republican gubernatorial candidate Rep. Steve
Pearce stood before the offices of the
Children, Youth and Family Department last
week and told reporters about his plan to
change how the state protects its children.

According to a press release from the
representative's office, Pearce spoke alongside
a number of child well-being advocates to a
small group of reporters about concerns he has
with the state's child protection services.

The statement reflects public outcry
against CYFD in recent months following the
revelation of numerous incidents where
mishandling by department agents led to the
abuse or death of minors. Earlier this month,
protesters met outside the CYFD offices to call
for the resignation of Secretary Monique
Jacobson and to criticize state legislators for
failing to address the state's child abuse
problem.

Aside from increasing accountability and
attracting more skilled agents, Pearce's release
also said he wants to work with lawmakers to
“transform the predatory environment” by
preventing pre-trial release of accused
predators and increasing penalties for harming
or killing a child.

Deal Keeps Rio Grande Flowing
The Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water
Utility Authority struck a $2 million deal with
the US Bureau of Reclamation last week that
aims to keep the Rio Grande flowing through
Albuquerque despite the current heat wave.

The agreement will provide additional water
to the Bureau of Reclamation to supplement
the river's flow and provide enough water to
keep it moving through October. If conditions
improve, any unused water can be released
next year, if needed. The bureau will only pay
for water it uses, however. 

Officials say the lease was reached just in
time, as irrigation managers in the Middle Rio
Grande Valley were only days away from
exhausting water stores, reports the
Albuquerque Journal. Federal officials are
seeking further funding to lease more water
next year. a

NEWSCITY BY JOSHUA LEENEWS | COUNCIL WATCH

Hope, Revitalization 
and Thanks

Council meets to strengthen city

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

S
everal million dollars in hope is on its way
to north Downtown after the Albuquerque
City Council approved a project that will

bring a chance for a better life to some of the
city’s most vulnerable residents.

Working Hope
At its Aug. 20 meeting, the Council tallied up
a 5 to 3 approval vote for a homeless housing
project—with Democrat Councilors Ken
Sanchez, Isaac Benton, Klarissa Peña, Cynthia
Borrego and Diane Gibson saying yes and
Democrat Councilor Pat Davis joining
Republican naysayer Councilors Brad Winter
and Trudy Jones. Councilor Don Harris was
excused.

The local homeless service provider St.
Martin’s Hopeworks/YES Housing was the sole
bidder to build the project that is aptly called
Hopeworks Village. This is a proposed 42-unit
supportive multi-family housing development
for homeless citizens with behavioral health
issues. The site is near the St. Martin’s
Hospitality Center on Third Street and
Mountain. The $2 million in newly approved
city funds joins $4 million from the New
Mexico Mortgage Finance Authority and about
$3 million in funding and housing vouchers
from Bernalillo County.

Many of the public comments were from
people who said they live in the neighborhood
and they are tired of the homeless population
that is already drawn to the area. Many other
commenters said this was a good location
because it is where the need is most
recognizable. Some stressed that it will help get
some of the homeless off the street. And this,
they said, was a good start at addressing the
increasing number of people having to live on
the streets due to any number of reasons, from
health and behavioral issues to a bad economy
in Burque.

Revamping Downtown
Councilors approved a $30 million
metropolitan redevelopment bond for a project
in north Downtown. Just about the entire city
block, from Lomas on the north to Roma on
the south, and 3rd Street on the east and
Fourth Street on the west, is slated for rebuild
or renovation, except for the portion with the
longtime pink Sunwest Silver building that
takes up the northwest corner of that block.

In a nutshell, metropolitan redevelopment
bonds give developers a tax abatement which

in turn their company
reinvest back into the
project.

Plans for that prime
Downtown spot
include a new 7-story
building with
residential, retail,
restaurant and other
work spaces. Gone will
be the longtime
parking structure many
people used while
taking care of
courthouse and other
Downtown business. Other buildings on the
property will be renovated with many exterior
and interior upgrades. Check it out here:
documents.cabq.gov/planning/abq-
development-commission/2018/ADC-
StaffReport-Supplment-1-18-18.pdf.

Stepping Up Thunderously
Wow! All these Albuquerque folks stepped up
to take spots on one of the many City’s boards
and commissions: Audrey C. Brunner, Evan J.
O’Connell, Shane M. Conley, Atlanta R.
Taylor-Campagna, Isaac D. Castillo, Analise A.
Granados, Eilean V. McFadden, Mahdi
Hossaini, Fernando M. Barrios, Isis I. Lopez,
Fermin C. Gonzales and Jae Lihua R. Salazar
were assigned to the Youth Advisory Council;
Mary Moskal and Heather Brewer made a
commitment to the Library Advisory Board;
Lisa Huval was appointed to the Affordable
Housing Committee; John Carey has been
chosen for the Accountability in Government
Oversight Committee; Meghan E. Ferguson
Mraz was re-appointed to the Arts Board; Ryan
Centerwall went to the Albuquerque Energy
Council; Margaret A. (Peg) Cronin and Juli
Hendren are now members of the Arts Board;
Maria Griego-Raby is now on the Albuquerque
Museum Board of Trustees; Dr. Alan B. Reed
was appointed to the Open Space Advisory
Board; Rene C. Fernandez now serves on the
Para Transit Advisory Board; Robert J. Bacon
and Kirstin L. McGrath are now members of
the Balloon Museum Board of Trustees;
Kimberly M. Pruett and Chelsea C. White
joined the EMS Medical Control Board; Kelly
J. Garvin and Jason P. Hackett were appointed
and reappointed, respectively, to the EMS
Providers Advisory Committee; Enrique J.
Cardiel is now a member of the Indicators
Progress Commission and Jacqueline H. Smith
now serves on the Para Transit Advisory Board.

Quick Hits
In other business, the Council approved a loan
agreement with the New Mexico Finance
Authority for about $2.74 million to fund some
Fire Department projects and a Local
Economic Development Act (LEDA) project
with Advanced Network Management Inc. It
also approved the mayor’s appointment of Katy
Duhigg as City Clerk.

The council deferred the reappointment of
Edward Harness as the Executive Director of
Civilian Police Oversight Agency for 90 days
while the agency, the council and the public
figure out the parameters of policies related to
the acceptable use of force. The oversight
board held a special meeting last week to gain
public input on the proposed use-of-force
policy before they debate it at their Sept. 13
regular meeting. To weigh in or to check out
the proposed use of force policy, log on to:
cabq.gov/cpoa/police-oversight-board/policies-
currently-being-reviewed-by-pob.

Thank You, Citizens
The council also honored some city employees
for their above and beyond service, not only to
their jobs, but to the community. Those
honored in person include: Gregory
Mondragon, Angelo Lucero, Erika Anaya,
Jessica Benevidez, Rebecca Stansifer and
Donna White. a

Send your comments about the City Council to

carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meeting of 

The Albuquerque City Council

Wednesday, Sept. 5, 5pm 

Vincent E. Griego Chambers, Albuquerque/Bernalillo

County Government Center

1 Civic Plaza NW

View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

Councilors Benton and Davis pledge allegiance to the flag
ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY



Virginia Center for

Politics recently

predicted that the

chances of a

Democratic takeover

are only 50 percent.

In New Mexico that

race to overcome the

stultified Republican

majority—in order to

effect oversight of the

possibly criminal Trump

administration—can be

symbolized by the

congressional and

gubernatorial contests

gearing up for autumn

here in the Land of

Enchantment.

District One

If you live in central

Nuevo Mexico then you

are probably from

District One. Michelle

Lujan Grisham is

currently the

representative from this

Bernalillo County-centered congressional

division, but she effectively gave up the seat to

run for governor. In her place are Deb

Haaland, a Democrat, Janice Arnold Jones,

the Republican, and Lloyd Princeton, a

candidate from the Libertarian Party. Haaland

has long been a progressive voice in the

community, and served as chairwoman of the

state Democratic party. If elected Haaland

would be the nation’s first Native American

Congresswoman.

Jones is vocally pro-life and sees value in

detaining certain immigrants and their

families. Princeton is a motivational speaker

who wants New Mexicans to take personal

responsibility in determining their lives

outcomes.

It’s very important that Democrats retain

this seat in the US House of Representatives,

which first saw Democratic guidance with the

election of Martin Heinrich to the post in

2009. Before that, it was dark days indeed, as

current Air Force Secretary “Leather Heather”

Wilson held the post before Heinrich; she took

the post after moderate former Burque DA

Steve Schiff died in office. Before that, it was

some GOP insurance salesman from the

heights named Lujan, sabes?

District Two

On the other side of things, literally just south

of Burque, lies US House District Two. Unlike

its neighbor to the north, the second

congressional district has been traditionally
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Summer is Almost Gone
After Labor Day, expect politics and more politics

BY AUGUST MARCH

T
he days following Labor Day—ostensibly

the holiday marking the yearly end of the

American summer—are the days during

election years when the thin hibernation of

politicians is firmly cast aside. Their full faces

with half-closed eyes are replaced with a sort

of artful hunger that, while common to

American politics, is still shocking in its

obsessive, passionate desire to be sated, finally,

exquisitely and undeniably, by victory.

This year is different though. It’s as if the

American political animal—an apex predator

of some renown, it must be remembered—has

been wholly replaced. On one side of the

historic march forward is a deleterious

devolution; on the limb of the bifurcation, a

creature that is trying to adapt, to survive and

overcome the downward path of its misguided

peers.

That’s poetic, to be sure, but it’s also damn

true. The stakes are that high this year, folks,

and after you’re done with the customary

barbecue picnics that grace this weekend, you

might want to spend some time perusing this

or any other American newspaper—as well as

your own particular county clerk’s office

website—to find out just where your options,

nay your duties, shall reside come November.

Historic Election Time

This year’s general election has some historic

ramifications. For example the control of the

US House of Representatives will be a battle

fought on slim margins and new progressive

advances. Currently, with the House decidedly

tilted toward the GOP, there is little chance

that this legislative body will try to exercise

any substantive oversight or investigation of

the Trump administration.

But if the Democrats can hold onto the 194

seats they currently hold, as well as gain at

least 24 more seats, they will become the

majority party in the House of Representatives

and thereby be able to set the agenda for this

part of Congress. Many progressives believe

that such a change in the house leadership

would result in investigative and subsequently,

punitive measures to be taken against Donald

Trump, his administration and perhaps, even

his enablers.

This is a scenario which becomes more and

more plausible as one looks into the

opportunities available to progressive

candidates throughout the nation. Democrats

are competitive in many states all over the

union, but to take control of the lower house

of Congress, they must win several key races in

California, New Jersey, New York and

Pennsylvania. In fact, the University of

Steve McFall, a ski tech at Angel Fire resort

who perennially runs for a variety of offices in

the area. Christopher Manning, a US Army

National Guard member, is the Libertarian

candidate. If Lujan loses this one, I’ll eat a

healthy hunk of crow for damn sure—

something I’d sure as hell hate to do since they

are such smart animals. But I reckon I won’t

have to do it this year.

The Race for Governor

If all of this sounds familiar, you are right. I’ve

written about this stuff before, made these

sorts of intimations and declarations on behalf

of Weekly Alibi for going on a couple of years

now. You know why, don’t you. It’s because you

must vote to end this madness and you can

end this madness by voting. It’s that simple. I

am just going to remind you every week from

here on out, just to make my case.

Oh, by the way, Steve Pearce—a man who

said wives should submit to their husbands and

who believes that tolerating homosexuality

will lead to an American culture where

polygamy is the norm—has a chance to win in

the battle for governor, against a valuable and

reliable voice of reason, Michelle Lujan

Grisham. Pearce’s election would also preclude

any end to the criminalization of recreational

cannabis in the state, too, by the way.

But those are only hellish possibilities that

start looking like reality when you decide you

ain’t gonna vote, after all.

So, you ought to reconsider, compadre. Just

Saying. a

guided by the services of the elephants. Steve

Pearce is the current representative from the

southern geographic area, but as readers may

well know, he is giving up his seat to run for—

wait for it, hombres—governor of the great

state of New Mexico! His predecessors have

included sundry semi-effective GOPers like

the inimitable Joe Skeen, a cattle rancher by

trade, but also the well known old-school New

Mexico centrist Democrat Harold Runnels,

who died in office in 1980.

It just may be possible recapture Runnels

legacy and then some. The Democratic

contender in this race, Xochitl Torres Small is

a water rights lawyer from Las Cruces. She’s

running on a platform that recognizes the

importance of Hispanic women and children,

particularly those of immigrant status, in

moving New Mexican culture forward.

Contrariwise, her opponent State

Representative Yvette Harrell recently told US

News and World Report that, “I strongly support

the president, and I think he's doing a

marvelous job.” Early polling shows Torres

Small to have a 2-point advantage going into

the heart of campaign season; it will take

sustained interest and committed voter

turnout to flip this seat, but it may indeed be

part of the blue wave coming this fall.

District Three

In District Three, comprising el Norte, Ben

Ray Lujan, whose tenure is stretching toward

the decade mark, will face Republican Jerald

Deb Haaland COURTESY OF THE CANDIDATE
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EVENT |PREVIEWS

EVENT HORIZON
WEEK OF AUG. 30-SEPT. 5

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 1

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 2

FRIDAY AUGUST 31

CAL | ZOZOBRA

FIESTAS

CALENDAR

FRIDAY AUG 31
BURNING OF ZOZOBRA™ Old Man Gloom goes up in flames
along with the despair and regrets of locals from the last year.
Fort Marcy Park (490 Bishops Lodge Road, Santa Fe). 9:15pm.
(505) 955-2500. alibi.com/v/5xt1.

SATURDAY SEPT 1
SANTA FE PLAZA, Santa Fe Fiesta Fine Arts and Crafts
Market. See unique hand-fashioned jewelry, pottery, chic
clothing, stylish leather, paintings, photography, handsome
wood products, hand blown glass and countless other items. 80
E San Francisco St. 9am-5pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ykw.

SANTA FE OPERA, Santa Fe Mariachi Extravaganza de
Santa Fe Featuring Mariachi Margaritas. Swirling dresses,
stamping feet and ringing trumpets welcome participants to a
passionate musical experience of traditional, contemporary and
classical tastes. 301 Opera Drive. $16-$56. 7:30-10pm.
alibi.com/v/5ykz. 

WEDNESDAY SEPT 5
THE LENSIC PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Santa Fe Concierto
de Mariachi Matinee. Enjoy a concert featuring performances
from well-known mariachi groups, dancers and alumni of the
Santa Fe Fiesta Council’s Youth Mariachi Workshop. 211 W San
Francisco St. $10. 2-4pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5yl3.

FRIDAY SEPT 7
ROSARIO CHAPEL, Santa Fe Pregón de la Fiesta. The faithful
of Santa Fe gather to complete the promise made by Governor
Don Diego de Vargas in September of 1692 upon his arrival in
Santa Fe. (540 Rosario Blvd, Santa Fe). 6-7am. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5yl4.

SANTA FE PLAZA, Santa Fe Food Fiesta. Cruise the historic
plaza for N.M.'s favorite foods, whether a chicharrón burrito,
green chile cheeseburger, frybread with honey, elotés, candy
apples or any number of delectible delights. (80 E San
Francisco St, Santa Fe). FREE. 9am-5pm. alibi.com/v/5yl5. 

SATURDAY SEPT 8
SANTA FE PLAZA, Santa Fe Desfile de los Niños: Pet Parade.
An annual tradition since the early ’20s as nearly 2,000
children in costumes participate, culminating with an awards
ceremony (80 E San Francisco St, Santa Fe). 9-10:45am.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ylc.

SANTA FE COMMUNITY CONVENTION CENTER, Santa Fe Gran
Baile. A much-loved tradition for over a century held in honor of
the Fiesta royalty, the attire is intricate, historical and extremely
colorful. 201 Marcy Street. $20. 7:30-11:30pm. alibi.com/v/5yle.

SUNDAY SEPT 9
SANTA FE PLAZA, Santa Fe Desfile de la Gente: Historical
Parade. This event features local marching bands, mariachi,
sports teams, queens, floats and politicians of every color.  (80 E
San Francisco St, Santa Fe). 1-3pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ylh. 

ST. FRANCIS CATHEDRAL BASILICA, Santa Fe Mass of
Thanksgiving and Candlelight Procession. Hundreds of
participants make their way through the historic streets from the
cathedral to the Cross of the Martyrs, where luminarias light the
way.  (131 Cathedral Place, Santa Fe). 7-9pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5ylj.

ST. FRANCIS CATHEDRAL BASILICA, Santa Fe Pontifical
Mass. A mass infused with beautiful traditional music, dance
prayer by Native community members, mariachi and the
individuals portraying Don Diego de Vargas, his Cuadrilla and
the royal court. (131 Cathedral Place, Santa Fe). 10-11:15am.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ylg.

PALACE OF THE GOVERNORS, Santa Fe Solemn Procession.
Retrace the footsteps of N.M.’s ancestors as they walk with the
image of La Conquistadora from the oldest capital building in
the US to the Cathedral Basilica of Saint Francis of Assisi.
Palace of the Governors (105 West Palace Ave., Santa Fe).
9:30-10am. ALL-AGES! (505) 476-5100. alibi.com/v/5ylf.

SANTA FE PLAZA, Santa Fe Closing Ceremonies.The Fiestas
come to a magnificent close for another year. (80 E San
Francisco St, Santa Fe). 5:15-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5yli. 

MASTER MOVES

Years of hard work, study and practice culminate this weekend at UNM’s Rodey
Theatre where master’s thesis works are being presented by Rujeko Dumbutshena
and Justice Miles in Ink/Body/Rain. In the experimental performance hub of
the university, original choreographies by these two master’s students create an
evening’s worth of contemporary dance entertainment and a unique opportunity
to tap into the pulse of the dance scene in New Mexico. Ink/Body/Rain has a
short run from Friday, Aug. 31 to Sunday, Sept. 2, at 7:30pm, and 2pm on
Sunday. Tickets range from $8 to $12. RODEY THEATRE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO,

7:30PM alibi.com/v/5x83. (Maggie Grimason) a

SURFING AND ROCKING

It was a pop culture
collision that was
inevitable. The result is a
dreamlike, Endless
Summer quality of music
that Jack Johnson plays
as archetype. There are
no tropes here. Johnson
is the latest iteration of
the divine surfer symbol—
ever so slightly skewed to
the dark side by rocanrol
music but still hardy, kind
and filled with wonder at
their interaction with the
world. Johnson does more
than inhabit that identity.
He is it. He grew up surfing
in Hawaii; dude was surfing
big events on Oahu’s north
shore at the age of 17,
while soundtracked by The
Beatles and A Tribe Called

Quest. A gig writing a tune for G Love and Special Sauce led to the type of
exposure local musicians dream about. A gifted multi-instrumentalist,
Johnson’s brand of tuneage varies from surf-rock to folk rock, but it’s all
informed, meticulously composed and joyously relayed to audiences. And like
the waves of late summer, those audiences tend toward the huge: Johnson’s
got a gig at Isleta Amphitheater this Labor Day weekend, Sunday, Sept. 2 at
7:30pm. Admission ranges from $26 to $80 and it’ll be a perfect all-ages
opportunity to dance while watching the skies and dreaming of pacific waves.
ISLETA AMPHITHEATER 5601 UNIVERSITY BLVD SE, 7:30PM alibi.com/v/5yn2. (August March) a

COMEBACK KID

The Old West is stirring it up again at the Harvest and Fiber Festival this
weekend. Experience New Mexico’s yesteryear with live music, tractor games,
food and camping at Wildlife West Nature Park. Shop for fresh local produce
and handmade local art and watch fiber arts demonstrations with the whole
family before venturing into the native wildlife zoo to see bears, cougars, foxes
and wolves. The festival runs from 9am to 6pm this Saturday and Sunday, Sept.
1 and 2. All weekend activities, save the Chuckwagon Dinner Show, are included
with park admission, $9 for adults, $5 for children and students. WILDLIFE WEST

87 N FRONTAGE, 10AM TO 6PM alibi.com/v/5y1u. (Joshua Lee) a

A CONSENSUAL CUDDLE PUDDLE

Some of us crave human touch more than others. This sometimes
desperate need for connection can bore a hole into the soul that no other
feeling can fill. The Source provides this service, known as The Cuddle
Revolution, on Sundays, including Sept. 2, starting at 6pm and potentially
stretching into the wee hours. While this is both platonic and PG-rated, it is
for adults only. The first snuggle sesh is free, but donations are always
appreciated and accepted. Please arrive on time, as essential exercises in
the first hour are meant to build authentic connection and an understanding
of consensual touching for the ultimate therapeutic experience. No one is
required to cuddle, snuggle or embrace and you can leave at any time. Feel
free to bring snacks and anything else that makes you comfortable and get
ready for some serious, restorative nuzzling. THE SOURCE 1111 CARLISLE BLVD SE,

7PM alibi.com/v/5yk7. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a
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CALENDAR | COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY

CALENDAR
THURSDAY AUG 30
KIDS
BUY BUY BABY Zumbini with Emily. Sing, dance and play, while
encouraging expression and enjoyment of music and allowing
the inner child to come out. For babies and children ages 0 to
4. 2451 San Mateo Blvd NE. $100. 9:30-10:15am. ALL-AGES!
514-2097. alibi.com/v/5w3y.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Old Town
Walking Tours. Take a walk and explore historic Old Town with a
docent-guided tour. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. 11am-noon.
ALL-AGES! 243-7255. alibi.com/v/5xnc.

OUTDOOR
ROOSEVELT PARK Food Trucks and Family Fun in the Park. A
weekly gathering featuring food trucks, music, games and family-
friendly fun. Coal and University. 5-9pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5tea.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
BEAR CANYON SENIOR CENTER Dancing with the Bars. A move-
ment exercise form of dancing to the bars of music as well as a
total body workout. Classes focus on stretching and strengthening
with music ranging from choral arrangments to funk. 4645 Pitt
NE. $2. 8:30-9:15am. ALL-AGES! 332-0446. alibi.com/v/5obo.

FRIDAY AUG 31
KIDS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Street Dance Locking Class. Kids
and adults learn this basic dance move. 3215 Central Ave NE.
$12. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 440-6265. alibi.com/v/5kh0.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE MARRIOTT PYRAMID N.M. Master Gardeners
State Conference. The theme of the conference is “Don’t Fight
Mother Nature.' Hear speakers on topics such as edible land-
scapes, waterwise growing, sustainability, composting and more.
5151 San Francisco Rd NE. $150. 4pm. ALL-AGES! 867-2582.
alibi.com/v/5wru.

SATURDAY SEPT 1
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Beastly Bash. Party like an adult and play
like a kid featuring casino games, giant beer pong, corn hole,
pedal boats, video games and so much more. 903 10th Street
SW. 6:30pm. 764-6214. alibi.com/v/5xtp.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE MARRIOTT PYRAMID N.M. Master Gardeners
State Conference. 5151 San Francisco Rd NE. $150. 4pm.
ALL-AGES! See 8/31 listing.

ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY Tarot Majors. A lecture to introduce
the Tarot deck, its structure and to help jumpstart knowledge of
a basic Tarot reading. Bring a deck or borrow one. 3700 San
Mateo Blvd NE. 2-3pm. 18+. 888-8100. alibi.com/v/5xb8.

OUTDOOR
GLORIETA CAMPS, Glorieta Outside Bike and Brew Festival. A
two-day event filled with cycling for avid to casual riders, families,
bike builders, craft beer drinkers and music lovers. 11 NM 50.
$15. 7:30am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5xkv.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM Selichot: The Dance of
Forgiveness. Yoga for all ages and all levels, incorporating readings
from The Soul Bird by Michal Snunit. Explore simple circle dance,
enjoy live music and Selichot service with prayers and writings.
3606 Rio Grande Blvd. NW. 5:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 343-8227.
alibi.com/v/5y10.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Embodied Creativity and
Improvisation. Give form to inner creativity through dance and
music improvisation as well as meditation and mindfulness prac-
tices. 3215 Central Ave NE. $10-$12. 4:15-5:45pm. 13+.
350-6971. alibi.com/v/55dh.

YOGASAAR 200 Hour YTT. Learn to teach and deepen the under-
standing of yoga. YTT format requires only one weekend intensive
per month. 7pm. 18+. 227-7765. alibi.com/v/5sce. Also, 300
Yoga Teacher Training. 2205 Silver Ave SE. see website. 7pm.
18+. 585-3736. alibi.com/v/5scf.

SUNDAY SEPT 2
NEW MEXICO VETERANS MEMORIAL Labor Day Celebration.

Albuquerque Concert Band plays live with a showing of "Captain
America: The First Avenger" to follow as well as kids' activities,
food and a beer garden. 1100 Louisiana Blvd SE. 5:30-6:30pm.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5xux.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE MARRIOTT PYRAMID N.M. Master Gardeners
State Conference. 5151 San Francisco Rd NE. $150. 4pm.
ALL-AGES! See 8/31 listing.

OUTDOOR
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Family Fun Day: Tracking. Follow the
evidence of animals, make a map of the tracks and investigate
what animals are up to. Learn to identify tracks by making your
own and play a real game of hide and seek. 9521 Rio Grande
Blvd NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ycc.

GLORIETA CAMPS, Glorieta Outside Bike and Brew Festival. 11
NM 50. $15. 7:30am. ALL-AGES! See 9/1 listing.

MONDAY SEPT 3
O'NIELL'S PUB, Nob Hill Indivisible Nob Hill Weekly Meeting.
Progressive precinct training to energize the community and inject
the state Democratic party with an active and conscientious
progressive voice. 4310 Central Ave SE. 5:30-7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
350-3323. alibi.com/v/5buj.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Heart of Recovery
Meditation Group. A meditation and sharing support group focused
on the practice of Buddhist teachings and the 12 steps of recovery
while integrating the Dharma and the basic goodness of medi-
tation. 1102 Mountain Rd NW. 6-7:30pm. 717-2486.
alibi.com/v/5grc.

NEW MEXICO ASIAN FAMILY CENTER Queer and Trans
Community Yoga Monthly Gathering. Monthly yoga classes that
honor, value and celebrate the intelligence, perspective, love and
experience of queerness as an inclusive community. 115
Montclaire Dr SE. 6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ojl.

TUESDAY SEPT 4
KIDS
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY SepSTEMber: The Force is with
You. This workshop emplores exploring the magic of magnetic
forces using common household objects. Registration required.
For ages 6 and up. 8081 Central Ave NW. 4:30-5:30pm.
768-4320. alibi.com/v/5x4l.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION Impact and Coffee.
Nonprofit leaders, volunteers, funders and people finding their
place in the community have a cup of coffee, hear about new
social profit ventures and innovation in a six-minute presentation
format. 624 Tijeras Ave NW. 9-10am. alibi.com/v/5rte.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALLEY KATS TAP COMPANY Rise of the Goddess: Burlesque
Classes with Mayo Lua de Frenchie. Learn the art of tease from
the city's number one burlesque performer. Topics change weekly
and are for both new and experienced performers of all back-
grounds. Pre-registration recommended. 222 Truman St NE. $10.
7:30-9pm. alibi.com/v/5wzq.

NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER Intro
to Hula Class. A six-week class series with basic foot and hand
motions to establish a solid foundation for dancing Hawaii's
beautiful, living cultural storytelling art. 7521 Carmel Ave NE.
$35. 6-7pm. 13+. 440-5295. alibi.com/v/5wtz.

REMEDY DAY SPA Acroyoga Fundamentals. A playful, creative
practice that brings people together for fun, trust and balance.
No partner or experience needed. This is a queer and trans inclu-
sive workshop. 113 Vassar Dr SE. $10. 2pm. 18+. 265-9219.
alibi.com/v/5lf6.

WEDNESDAY SEPT 5
KIDS
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE

Treble Makers Organizing Meeting and First Rehearsal. Grade
school and middle school children volunteer to sing and dance
while learning music technique and performance acccumen. No
experience necessary. 5520 Wyoming Blvd NE. 6-6:55pm.
ALL-AGES! 236-9796. alibi.com/v/5xeq.

LEARN
CASA RONDENA WINERY, Los Ranchos De Albuquerque French
Night: Jouons à la Pétanque. Practice French conversation skills,
vocabulary, pronunciation and culture for all experience levels
from novice to fluent expert with music, light snacks and a glass
of wine. 733 Chavez Rd NW. $25. Noon. 21+. 818-8762.
alibi.com/v/5x1s.

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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Dig It
Join the Dig Giusewa team—comprised of
experts from Jemez Pueblo and Friends of
Coronado Historic Site—at Giusewa Pueblo
and San Jose Mission every Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday beginning on
Thursday Aug. 30 (until Oct. 6) to take part
in an excavation of a 5x5 meter area at the
site. The dig is led by experienced rangers,
and offers the opportunity for visitors to
take part in the discovery of cultural
artifacts—from vessels to projectile points.
The guided excavation, which runs from
10am to 2pm, is followed by a quick session
wherein the importance of the artifacts is
unpacked. Normal admission applies ($5) but
is well worth it for the unique experience of
participating in a real dig. More information
online at kuaua.com/giusewa. 

Dolce Vita

On Friday, Aug. 31 stop in at the closing
reception of The Good Life: Extended
Nature at Tortuga Gallery (901 Edith Blvd.
SE). This group exhibition features work by
Andrew Fearnside, Hilda Kirschner and
Derrick Montez that responds to the
sometimes abstract notion of what “the good
life” is, exactly. Your last chance to see this
collection of original work in various
mediums happens from 6 to 8pm on Friday.
Make sure to arrive in time for an interactive
panel discussion with the artists at 6:30pm. 

Drop It Like It's Hot
Created by Utah-based artist Jake Parker,
World Art Drop Day happens every first
Tuesday in September—that means that this
year the celebration of exchange happens on
Tuesday, Sept. 4. The idea is this—every
artist, whatever their medium, is encouraged
to drop a piece of art wherever they find
themselves that day. After hiding the piece,
they take a picture, drop a pin, or something
of the sort, and share it on social media or
otherwise among friends. Then, simply move
on, hoping that someone finds it. In that way,
the event hopes to encourage exchange and
connection, at times even among relative
strangers. 

Adelante
With origins in 1950s Havana, Rueda de
Casino is a distinct style of salsa that has
become popular the world over. Dancers
form a circle and exchange partners
throughout the night, circling like a wheel—
hence the name. As part of an ongoing
series, the National Hispanic Cultural Center
(1701 Fourth Street SW) invites the curious
to Rueda de Casino classes every Tuesday
until January—that means this Tuesday,
Sept. 4, you can jump in. Beginners are
encouraged to attend the 6 to 7pm class,
while intermediate and advanced dancers
can show up for the 7 to 8pm installment. A
sliding scale of $5-10 gets you into this class
led by Sarita Streng, Nick Babic, Adam
Metcalf and Larry Heard.  a

FOUND OBJECTS

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

ARTS | CULTURE SHOCK

Elements of Design
The thoughtful objects crafted by Danny Hart

that Hart makes have evolved and continue
to do so. Shaped wood earrings of fine wood
and metal, bangles with a multitude of planes
smoothed onto their surface, necklaces with
elegant splashes of color. While most known
for his jewelry, he makes a lot more than
that—custom furniture and geometry-
inspired lighting pieces, for example. A
degree in architecture and years of work as a
finish carpenter contribute to the technically
refined, well-executed work, whatever their
final form, that he produces out of his home.
“I just like to keep it simple,” he said of his
style. “Make it as clean as possible—one joint
can be a piece of artwork by itself. I take that
one 45-degree miter joint or lap joint or
dovetail joint … and isolate that in a piece of
jewelry. I execute it as best as possible
without adding beads or frill. Just the simplest
design and the simplest joinery.” 

That simplicity—and really, much of the
overall style—reflects his home, New
Mexico. “It has to do with the laidback
nature of New Mexico. I'm not going to stress
over adding too much detail.” Most of the
wood Hart works with is locally sourced, as
well. (“Things with a small carbon footprint,”
he offered. “I might not be effecting much
with those small decisions, but it matters to
me.”). 

He went on to describe the shifting
colorscape of the desert, like on the drive up
to Santa Fe. “One week it will be brown and

desolate and dry, and then, a week of
monsoons, and instantly, flowers are popping.
There's greenery everywhere. Everything is
alive. It's really all there, it just needs the
right elements to make it pop. I often feel the
same way about jewelry—sometimes you just
need those little colors to make what you're
wearing stand out, to give you some
confidence.” And all those good feelings
generated by wearing the jewelry come right
back to Hart himself. “I tell people all the
time, it's like an energy exchange,” he
described. “When a person wears it and tells
me they get compliments—that energy comes
right back to me. It's a cyclical thing—all ego
talk aside—it's amazing.” 

Despite this energy around his jewelry,
Hart doesn't consider himself a jeweler. “I'm
not even a great carpenter,” he said. For him,
it all comes down to thoughtful design. “A
good designer is a good problem solver, but
our way of communicating the solution is a
built creation, whether it is a piece of jewelry
or a light fixture or furniture or knocking
down a wall. Whatever it may be. Good
design is where it all starts.” 

Find Danny Hart Design all over town—
frequently at the Railyards Market, and at
various grower's markets—or seek his work
out online at dannyhartdesign.com. Stay hip
to his latest work and evolution as a business
and as a designer on Instagram,
@dannyhartdesign. a

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

T
here are several origin stories for Danny

Hart Design that one can point to, and

specifically for the handmade wood

jewelry that is so instantly recognizable as

made by his hand. Here's one: His business

making custom lighting fixtures was just

getting started. He still had his full-time job

in construction, but was making time for his

own design work when his house got broken

into. 
“We just got totally wiped out,” he

described. Among the missing was all his
wife's jewelry. “None of it was overly pricey,
but it was stuff from all over the world, like
street markets in Portugal. Well, I had some
ideas for jewelry,” he recalled. So he made her
a pair of earrings and a necklace. 

As she wore them out, she started
receiving compliments and people asked
where they could get them. “And it
snowballed into this.” A year after that he
was unexpectedly laid off from his job, and “it
was either pick up a hammer somewhere else
or see if I could make this work. So, I went all
in.” 

Not everyone could put such a spin on
being the victim of a burglary. “I'm just
hopelessly optimistic,” Hart laughed, and it is
true—he just exudes this positive energy. “It's
crazy that one of the worst things about
Albuquerque is the property crime, but I love
it here, I'm not going anywhere. That turned
into a full-fledged business that I can support
my family with. It's crazy how that works.” 

There are other points of departure that
led to the work Hart does today, too, reaching
all the way back to his childhood, even. “The
smell of wood, and working with wood and
the process of building something out of
wood—that all absolutely taps into those
memories,” he said, going on to describe his
father's workshop at the home where he grew
up outside Santa Fe. “It's definitely nostalgic,
but I also think that wood is really in right
now.” 

He's always been making things. As a kid,
Hart shaped his own miniature wrestling ring
on his dad's bench grinder for his action
figures to tussle in. In high school he wanted
an ab roller (really!) so he took apart his
skateboard and refitted the wheels on a 2-by-
2 and made his own. Later when, he broke up
with a girlfriend and moved in by himself, he
made his first coffee table. “It's always
happened this way—I want this, I can't buy
it. How can I just make it myself? …
Sometimes it takes me way more work and
way more money to build it myself. But that's
not really the point anymore. I'm just, like,
fully invested in making things.” 

Over the course of the past 3 years of
focusing solely on his business, the things

COURTESY OF HILDA KIRSCHNER

Custom lighting designed by Danny Hart COURTESY OF DANNY HART DESIGN 
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ARTS | COMIC REVIEW

Runaways: Find
Your Way Home
Marvel gets the band back together

BY DESMOND FOX

B
ack in 2003, all-star comics writer,

and all-around good dude Brian K.

Vaughan gave birth to Runaways,

Marvel’s significantly slicker version of

DC’s Teen Titans. While the Titans

reflected their adult hero contemporaries,

the Runaways were distinctly their own

characters. They were a ragtag group of

super-teens who kinda-sorta killed their

evil parents. 
Their story was one of distrust and

isolation from the larger scope of Marvel’s
super-powered world. The Titans and
even Marvel’s own Young Avengers felt
sanitized in comparison, making an
instant fan-favorite of Marvel’s new teen
title. 

After his initial, gut wrenching run,
Vaughan eventually left the title in the
hands of Joss Whedon. While Whedon’s
book was still pretty good, it’s a generally
accepted fact that things only went
downhill from there. Over time, the
Runaways were split up and slung into
distant corners of the Marvel U,
seemingly never destined to reunite. Then
Hulu announced a Runaways television
series, and lo and behold, here we are
with a long overdue relaunch of
everyone’s favorite emotionally
maladjusted teens. 

At the helm is Rainbow
Rowell, arguably the queen of
cute young adult fiction, having
penned Tumblr favorites such as
Eleanor & Park and Fangirl.
Bringing in outside industry
talent can go either way, but
with her first collected graphic
novel, Rowell proves herself
more than capable of the task at
hand. This Runaways
installation, Find Your Way Home
reads as an extended “getting the
band back together” episode, but
in those moments of trope,
Rowell rediscovers what made
the team special to begin with.
As advertised on the book’s
cover, Rowell opts to return long
deceased character Gertrude
Yorkes to the plane of the living,
thereby resuscitating the heart of
the Runaways. 

Gert’s return is not all joy and
roses. While the reunion with
her psychically bonded
deinonychus Old Lace (yes, this
comic is in fact, lit) is a powerful

and touching moment, her rebirth is
marked by a messy, emergency kitchen
floor surgery. When she comes to, she
realizes her time-traveling boyfriend
(along with all her other cohorts) are a
solid two years older than her, thus
recapturing those feelings of teenage
isolation which made the original series
shine so brightly. Gert becomes hell-bent
on gathering up her old pals and
searching for familiarity and comfort in
what has become an unfamiliar world. 

Not all of the Runaways are interested
in … well, running away again. We find
that many of the titular wayward youths
have found new homes, family and
passions since their last encounter as a
team. While everyone is happy to see
Gert alive and well, Gert finds herself
disappointed in everyone’s newfound
interest in adulting. 

The book takes a few dramatic turns,
chasing the highs of arcs past and
manages to set itself up for what may be
the greatest run on the title since BKV’s
seminal tale. These initial pages provide
primarily tonal cuteness and catch-up
information, setting up for a larger plot.
Positioned as Marvel’s tactical dip into
the young adult literature market,
Rowell’s Runaways seems destined to
become a runaway hit.  a
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THURSDAY AUG 30
ART
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Night of the Arts: Sojourn.
A musical space adventure starring Aaron Hamre as Duke Rooster
in a mixture of raunchy music and comedy. 1025 Broadway Blvd
SE. 5-7pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/5xy9.

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Paint Your Own Stein Night. Design,
paint and kiln your own beer stein for a relaxing evening of art, fun
and beer. Reservations recommended. 5720 McMahon Blvd. 6-9pm.
21+. alibi.com/v/5wdo.

LEARN
DOVETAIL COMMUNITY WORKSHOP Wood Inlay with Minerals.
Learn how to use chips and powders combined with the right adhesive
to add unique decorative touches to wood. 6102 Jefferson St NE.
$54. 6-8:30pm. 18+. 926-1693. alibi.com/v/5y4t.

FRIDAY AUG 31
ART
MATRIX FINE ART Closing Reception for Transfigurations. Enjoy an
evening of art in celebration of the sculpture and painting exhibition.
3812 Central Ave SE. 5-8pm. ALL-AGES! 280-8659.
alibi.com/v/5y3o.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Pride and Prejudice. Finding a
husband is hardly Elizabeth Bennet's priority. But with four sisters,
an overzealous matchmaking mother and a string of unsuitable
suitors, it's difficult to escape the subject. 224 San Pasquale Ave
SW. $15-$23. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! 242-4750. alibi.com/v/5vc4.

BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The Hive Improv
Comedy. An all-new long-form improv show comprised of nine impro-
visers, comedians and actors who have graduated from The Box's
Improv program. 100 Gold Ave SW. $8. 10:15-11:30pm. 15+.
404-1578. alibi.com/v/5s4v.

VORTEX THEATRE Oleanna. Drama by David Mamet about the accu-
sations of sexual exploitation between a male university professor
and a female student. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $18-$22. 7:30pm.
13+. 247-8600. alibi.com/v/5xaw.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. Enjoy dynamic world-class
performances, exquisite Sevillan tapas and craft cocktails, with 60
percent of proceeds supporting the National Institute of Flamenco.
800 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 8pm. 21+. 505-22-8797.
alibi.com/v/5pk7.

RODEY THEATRE Ink/Body/Rain: Master's Thesis Dance Concert.
An evening of dance showcasing original choreography from Rujeko
Dumbutshena and Justice Miles. University of New Mexico. $8-$12.
7:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5x83.

LEARN
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE O'Keeffe: Close Up and Faraway. Learn
about the artist and her work at the Chautauqua program presented
by Deborah Blanche. A selection of paintings, quotes and photographs
are woven into a canvas, telling her story. 9521 Rio Grande Blvd
NW. 7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398. alibi.com/v/5wgq.

SATURDAY SEPT 1
WORDS
OT CIRCUS GALLERY Book Release and Signing. The second install-
ment of The Erthod Chronicles is released with illustrations by Victor
Saenz. Both he and the author Anita Shepherd sign copies of The
Hidden Division. 709 Central Ave NW. 5-9pm. ALL-AGES! (678)
923-2755. alibi.com/v/5y44.

ART
JEMEZ SPRINGS PLAZA, Jemez Springs I Heart Jemez Art Fest.
Celebrate the art and artists of the Jemez Valley. Meet artists and
watch demonstrations including arts vendors, music, a children's
area and more. Runs through 9/02. 080 Jemez Springs Plaza.
10am-4pm. ALL-AGES! (575) 829-3540. alibi.com/v/5yj6.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Pride and Prejudice. 224 San
Pasquale Ave SW. $15-$23. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 8/31
listing.

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO Lance Burton. The world-
famous magician performs live. 14500 Central Ave SW. 8pm.
352-7925. alibi.com/v/5xts.

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY RD3 Elite Fashion and
Talent Show. Runway action featuring models, designers and dancers
with stunning fashions and talented hip-hop, contemporary, pole

CALENDAR | ARTS & LIT 

and aerial performers. 110 Gold Ave SW. $15. 6-9pm. 920-7521.
alibi.com/v/5xui.

VORTEX THEATRE Oleanna. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $18-$22. 7:30pm.
13+. See 8/31 listing.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd NW.
8pm. 21+. See 8/31 listing.

RODEY THEATRE Ink/Body/Rain: Master's Thesis Dance Concert.
University of New Mexico. $8-$12. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 8/31
listing.

FILM
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Monthly Matinee. Explore N.M.
history with a ¡colores! double feature including "My Heart Belongs
to Nature" and "Acequia." 423 Central Ave NE. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES!
848-1376. alibi.com/v/5xbl.

SUNDAY SEPT 2
ART
JEMEZ SPRINGS PLAZA, Jemez Springs I Heart Jemez Art Fest.
080 Jemez Springs Plaza. 10am-4pm. ALL-AGES! See 9/1 listing.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Pride and Prejudice. 224 San
Pasquale Ave SW. $15-$23. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 8/31
listing.

VORTEX THEATRE Oleanna. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $18-$22. 2pm.
13+. See 8/31 listing.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd NW.
6pm. 21+. See 8/31 listing.

RODEY THEATRE Ink/Body/Rain: Master's Thesis Dance Concert.
University of New Mexico. $8-$12. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 8/31 listing.

FILM
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Sunday Movie: A Quiet Place. Enjoy
a free showing of the PG-13 film. 8081 Central Ave NW. 1:30-3:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 768-4320. alibi.com/v/5x4k.

MONDAY SEPT 3
SONG & DANCE
SANTA FE OPERA, Santa Fe NDI's 25th Anniversary Kick Off Benefit
Concert Featuring The Mavericks. Proceeds from the evening support
the unique work across the state teaching children excellence. 301
Opera Drive. $42-$250. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 557-6041.
alibi.com/v/5ug1.

TUESDAY SEPT 4
SONG & DANCE
CORPUS ARTS Precious Child, Thrillsville and Loss of Breath: Live
Performance Art. Live performance art with prolific musical and visual
work at the convergence of body horror, conceptual art and noise
pop. 123 Seventh Street NW. $7. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5yhe.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH Open Rehearsals. The Albuquerque
Civic Chorus holds three open rehearsals to begin preparation for
the WInter 2018 season. The major piece for the fall concert is
Benjamin Britten's "Ceremony of Carols." 10101 Montgomery NE.
7-9pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/5wvi.

WEDNESDAY SEPT 5
WORDS
TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Poetry and Beer. The longest-
running open mic and poetry slam in Albuquerque welcomes all to
listen, judge, compete or just read. 1800 Fourth Street NW. 7pm.
21+. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/5xge.

SONG & DANCE
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE Take
Note: Adult Show Choir First Rehearsal. No audition required and
no experience necessary, just the desire to sing and dance in a
chorus and the commitment to come to rehearsals. 5520 Wyoming
Blvd NE. 7pm-8:30am. ALL-AGES! 236-9796. alibi.com/v/5xer.

LEARN
DOVETAIL COMMUNITY WORKSHOP Intro to Woodworking. Learn
the basic skills needed to get started in woodworking and make a
decorative box in the process. 6102 Jefferson St NE. $275. 6:30-9pm.
18+. 926-1693. alibi.com/v/5y4p.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA ¡Cine Magnífico! Albuquerque Latino Film Festival.
Featuring first-time filmmakers and established masters alike and
showcasing the best award-winning comedies, documentaries,
animation and dramatic masterpieces. 3405 Central Ave NE. 7-6pm.
255-1848. alibi.com/v/5xzg.

ARTS & LIT
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BY HOSHO MCCREESH

F
or the last decade, one of the best green
chile cheeseburgers to be had in New
Mexico (which means one of the best to be

had the world over) was either at Laguna, or
more recently, the 66 Pit Stop. But that also
meant a decent drive west on I-40 just for a
bite to eat, something not everyone can or will
do. But with their first in-town location
opening last December, Laguna Burger has
taken that road trip reluctance and instantly
replaced it with nearby convenience—not to
mention quality casual dining at prices that'll
have mall chain franchises gulping and tugging
at their collar.

On the lighter side of the menu, there's the
western wedge salad ($6.50), a straightforward
but pleasant surprise for a burger joint. Crisp
diced bacon, green chile ranch and tortilla
strips join the requisite tomato, lettuce and red
onion for a portion that's plenty for a lighter
appetite or great as a shared appetizer. Deeper
into the sides are the onion petals ($3.90), an
absolute standout—and this is coming from an
onion ring snob! The beer batter has visible
flecks of crushed red pepper and the heat they
bring works perfectly with the two-bite onion
bits. The heavyweight of the sides menu has to
be the pulled pork fries ($6.90). You might balk
at the price tag until you see the giant side
order that easily serves as a poutine-like meal
for one, with generous hunks of moist pulled
pork, a sweet and smoky barbecue sauce, and
the cool, creamy finish of queso blanco. Were
they to mix fries and onion petals then top
them like this, they'd be dangerously close to
the perfect side dish (hint, hint, Laguna Burger
folks!) Rounding out the lighter side of the
menu is the footlong corndog ($4.50). As
expected, it's a thick, slightly sweet cornmeal
batter over a 12-inch hot dog, and it puts this

damnably tasty State Fair staple within year-
round reach. I'm tempted to try it with the
green chile ranch next time.

If you're up early, the breakfast wimp
($7.90/ 9.90 with fries) gives you all the
coverage needed to consider it brunch. It's two
ground bacon patties (yes, you read that right),
topped with an over-easy egg, a handheld
hashbrown, cheese and mayo—all served on
jalapeño cheddar bun. While it feels like their
only true breakfast option, it's definitely a
winner. A breakfast-ish PLT ($6.90) is their
take on the classic BLT, only with bacon
patties, basil mayo and guacamole added to the
lettuce and tomato—again served on the
jalapeño cheddar bread. Guacamole is always a
gamble, which is why I recommend taking it
(or better yet sliced avocado) on the side. The
guacamole was approaching the overripe
tipping point, and still worked for me … but it
won't work for everyone. Otherwise the
sandwich was solid. The roadrunner chicken
($7.90, +$2 for fries) was a juicy, grilled
chicken breast with the typical lettuce and
tomato plus smoky bacon, Swiss cheese and
guacamole. It delivers sturdy flavor for those on
the hunt for something besides a burger … but
let's be straight here—we came for the burgers!
A decade of experience means there's not a bad
one to be found on the menu, but the fuego
wimp meal (I took the chili—not chile—

cheese fries, making it $10.90) is a notch above
for spicy food lovers like me. The heat comes
from a terrific blend of jalapeño, grilled onion,
mayonnaise and a luxurious ghost pepper
cheese that will delight many native New
Mexican palates. The menu doesn't admit to a
half-pound burger option, but I'll certainly ask
after one next time. The chili on the fries is red
chile and beef, with shredded cheddar and
chopped onions, so my guess is that the Frito
pie is solid.

As a final surprise, they have a full bar—
and since it was a warm summer evening, the
spiked lemonades ($6) seemed worth a gamble.
I'm forever in search of a great lemonade, and
these ones didn't disappoint. The grapefruit
rose was bright and tart, but as the name
suggests, built with a ruby red grapefruit juice
that is sweeter than the straight-up grapefruit
that I have grown to love. The peach-orange
blossom lemonade was silky with syrupy
goodness and the punch of vodka. For my
fellow chocolate maniacs out there, the funky
monkey shake ($7.50) is a booze-forward adult
shake that would make Elvis proud. The rum
plus 99 Bananas liquor combines with peanut
butter, chocolate syrup, and a fresh banana,
topped with whipped cream which, okay—I'll
admit it, I'll likely order again! If you're on the
hunt for a non-alcoholic treat, the orange
dream float ($4.50) gets it done. It's a liquid
version of that dreamsicle you remember from
childhood, with a soft-serve swirl of ice cream
and a Boylan Orange Soda, perfect for a warm
day on the patio.

It's worth mentioning that in typical casual
dining there are often highs and lows, but
nothing at Laguna (save the nearly-overripe
guacamole) missed. That's a testament to both
the attention to detail and a commitment to
Laguna Burger's approach: tasty food at good
prices. And while that's certainly worth the
drive to their other locations, now it's closer
than ever.  a

Worth the Wait
New Laguna Burger location proves as tasty as ever

WEEKLY SPECIALS
BY ROBIN BABB

Three new joints open in Burque
A few new eating and drinking spots debuted in
our city last week, and we’re stoked to try them
all. Consider them a consolation prize to make up
for the rapidly disappearing summer weather.
Pay a visit to the new restaurant from
Vinaigrette’s Erin Wade, a community kitchen in
Downtown and the city’s second La Cumbre
taproom, then tell us what you think of them at
food@alibi.com. 

Breakfast All Day at Modern General

Erin Wade, the mastermind behind the
Vinaigrette chain, is opening a new restaurant in
Albuquerque. On Monday, August 27, Modern
General opened its doors at 1720 Central SW,
right across the street from Manzano Day
School and just down the street from
Vinaigrette. The “breakfast all day” restaurant
will serve a variety of egg dishes, toast and
biscuits, oatmeal and other favorite brunch
dishes. The restaurant also houses a sort of
general mercantile stocked with home and
garden goods, pantry foods and some curated
Erin Wade favorites. Modern General is open for
breakfast, lunch and brunch, Monday-Saturday,
8am-5pm and Sunday, 10am-5pm.

Three Sisters Kitchen Opens 
at Last
After years of planning, preparing, getting
permits and drumming up support, Three Sisters
Kitchen opened at 109 Gold Ave. SW in
downtown Albuquerque on Friday, August 24.
The community kitchen and culinary incubator is
largely the result of the tireless work of Anzia
Bennett. According to the invitation for the
grand opening event, Three Sisters is a
“community classroom, community dining room,
commercial test kitchen, and local foods shop &
cafe,” and it is the first of its kind in Albuquerque.
The space features a beautiful mural by local
artist Nani Chacon and a large dining room that
will be available for community events. Visit
threesisterskitchen.org to find out more and see
what events are coming up at Three Sisters. 

La Cumbre’s New Westside Digs
La Cumbre Brewing Company has been making
“New Mexican beers at their peak” since 2010,
and in all that time, they’ve been operating
solely out of their brewery and taproom on
Girard. But that changed last Monday, when
their Westside taproom opened at 5600 Coors
Blvd NW. This space is much larger (2,400
square feet) than their first taproom, and
features a patio and design by Environmental
Dynamics Inc. La Cumbre founder Jeff Erway
hopes that the new taproom will be a hit on the
Westside, which has relatively fewer breweries
and taprooms than other parts of the city. a

Laguna Burger
2400 12th Street NW

505-352-8282
thelagunaburger.com

Hours: Sun–Thur: 11am–9pm, Fri-Sat: 11am–10pm
Alibi Recommends: Breakfast: The breakfast wimp;

Lunch: The fuego with onion petals,
and a funky monkey

Vibe: An airy space with TVs and an outdoor patio that's
quite a bit different than the gas station

location many know!

The funky monkey, your boozy chocolate fixThe classic Laguna burger
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BY ROBIN BABB

I
f you or someone close to you has gone

through a particularly difficult time, chances

are you’ve heard this well-meaning question

from every corner. “What can I do to help?”

ask friends, relatives, neighbors and

coworkers—even people you barely know. 
When there is an illness or a death in the

family, your voicemail box will overflow with
people wanting a response to this question.
The concern is touching, but finding an
answer can sometimes prove difficult.

When my mother first fell ill, my family
and I got this question a lot. But there was a
small contingent of my mom’s friends who
didn’t ask—because they knew better. They
knew that we were so sleep-deprived,
distracted and full of grief that we couldn’t
even focus on the question long enough to
answer it. Instead of asking, they acted. They
knew there was one thing we undoubtedly
needed right then, and that was food. So they
fed us.

For the whole month my mom was in the
hospital, they arranged a meal drop-off every
couple of days at our house. They organized a
rotating group of a dozen people who cooked
full-fledged meals for us and leave them in
coolers on our front porch. We didn’t have to
see or thank anyone who left food for us; we
didn’t even have to be home. 

When we arrived home late, exhausted
from a day of emotional turmoil at the
hospital, there was food waiting for us. There
were stuffed peppers and eggplant parmesan,
there were casseroles and enchiladas, there was
soup and homemade bread. All of it was
delicious, because we were starving and
grateful to be eating a hot meal each time.

This was the most meaningful and practical
gesture of care we received during that time. It
not only meant that we got fed, but also that
we had fewer things to worry about: What do I
want to eat? Where can I get it or when will I
have the time to cook it? It removed some
choices from our decision-heavy days, and it
sustained us in a very real way. It is easy to
forget about your own needs when you’re
taking care of somebody else, but that’s when
those needs are all the more important to
address: You cannot pour from an empty cup. 

This time around, as we go through another
family crisis, I am once more reminded of
food’s ability to sustain and comfort us during
dark times. The night after I got the phone
call to come home, a friend took me out to a
yoga class and to dinner at Vinaigrette, two
very healthy decisions that I probably wouldn’t

have made on my own. I have another faraway
friend who has made it her job to check that
I’m eating at regular intervals. This may seem
like a small gesture, but it has a big impact—
and it shows me clearly how much she cares. 

If you have a friend or loved one who’s
going through a crisis or a particularly
emotional time, I encourage you to show your
care by feeding them. Cooking them a healthy,
filling meal is great—picking up take-out is
fine too. Make sure you know about any
allergies or dietary restrictions before you make
a delivery, but don’t go out of your way to
make anything gourmet or outside your
culinary comfort zone; trust me when I say
they will be grateful and beyond caring too
much about the details. If they can leave the
house for a while, taking them out for dinner
will be a very appreciated gesture, as it gets
them outside for a while and can make them
feel like a part of the world again. If you’re far
away and can’t feed them directly, you can
always mail some snack food or order delivery
from afar. 

(As a side note: Do not bring alcohol to
somebody who’s going through a crisis, and
limit the number of drinks if you take them
out to a bar or restaurant. Remember that
alcohol is a depressant, and it is certainly not
helpful if they have to make difficult decisions
anytime soon.)

Food won’t fix the problem that your loved
one is going through, and it may seem like a
small gesture in the face of whatever they’re
going through. But any crisis, no matter how
awful, can be made a little more manageable
with a full stomach. a
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What Can I Do 
to Help?

In tough times, gifts of food 

offer great comfort
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Far From the Tree
Documentary addresses the difficulty of “different” families

“imprinting” occurred, Emily and Charles
became determined to help their son break the
mold. “You don’t write off a person because of
the label he carries,” says Jason’s stalwart
mother. Unwilling to let Jason’s “disability”
dictate his life story, his progressive parents
work hard to educate him. Under their patient
tutelage, he’s soon reading, writing and doing
math at grade level, disproving many
preconceptions about people with Down
syndrome. Jason’s skills even turn him into a
celebrity of sorts, appearing on talk shows and a
segment of “Sesame Street” as a child. 

Normally, that would be the whole of the
story—an inspirational tale of parent and child
overcoming adversity. But Far From the Tree

follows the story further. It’s now decades later,
and Jason is a 41-year-old adult living on his
own. Even to his still-supportive mother, Jason
has become an outlier. His early potential seems
to have sagged under the weight of parental
expectations. His understanding of the
separation between fantasy and reality has
eroded. In the past several years, he has become
positively obsessed with the Disney film Frozen.
Much to the consternation of his roommates,
he watches it constantly. He refuses to wear
anything but blue and wants to visit Norway,
convinced that he will meet and marry the
princess of his dreams there. “It has kind of

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Projecting the Pueblo
The 5th Annual Pueblo Film Festival takes place
Nov. 16 through 18 at Albuquerque’s Indian
Pueblo Cultural Center (2401 12th St. NW). It’s
the only film festival in the country devoted to
the work of Pueblo filmmakers and actors, as
well as films that explore the Pueblo experience.
The weekend consists of film screenings,
presentations and discussions with renowned
Pueblo filmmakers. If you’re a local filmmaker
who is interested in contributing something to
this year’s event, you have until Friday, Aug. 31
to submit your work. Organizers are seeking
entries for the following categories: animation,
documentary, youth-led/created, feature length,
music video and female-directed. Films are
required to address at least one of the following
themes: perseverance, governance and
sovereignty, resilience, gifts of the creator and
female-focused. There is no fee to submit. To
download an application, go to
indianpueblo.org/centerevent/5th-annual-
pueblo-film-fest.

Cinema Down South
The Las Cruces International Film Fesival is also
on the hunt for submissions. That fourth annual
festival takes place in March of 2019. This
Friday, Aug. 31, is the regular deadline to submit
films for consideration. Awards are handed out
for Best Documentary Short, Best Animation,
Best Student Film, Best Music Video, Best
Director, Best Screenplay and Best
Cinematography, as well as Grand Jury selection
and Audience Choice. All films must be submitted
though filmfreeway.com. Fees range from $20
for student films to $40 for features. For more
info on the event, go to lascrucesfilmfest.com.

Local Color
The Albuquerque Public Library’s Special
Collections Library will host a special screening
featuring two “¡COLORES!” episodes, courtesy
of New Mexico PBS. “Author John Nichols: My
Heart Belongs to Nature,” a look at John Nichols’
new book from UNM Press, will be shown back-
to-back with “Acequia,” a historical exploration
of our state’s traditional Native American
irrigation system. The event will take place from
2 to 3pm in the Special Collections Library’s
Botts Hall (423 Central Ave. NE) Admission is
free to the public.

Quiet Please
Albuquerque’s Central and Unser Library (8081
Central NW) hosts a slightly less educational film
screening with its upcoming Sunday Movie
event. On Sunday, Sept. 2 the library shows the
2018 horror
hit A Quiet
Place from
1:30 to
3:30pm. In this
PG-13 flick, a
family tries to
survive in a
post-
apocalyptic
world
inundated with
monsters that
hunt humans
based on
sound.
Admission is
free. a

taken over his life, and it is difficult to talk any
kind of common sense to him about it,” his
mother confesses. “What are ya gonna do?” she
concludes, her assessment devolving into
exasperated shrugs. Even among tolerant,
understanding, helpful parents, there are
difficulties.

Between family profiles, Dretzin’s camera
returns to Solomon, watching him as he
recounts his many youthful attempts to change
his sexuality. The desire to fix something that
isn’t broken to begin with is a theme in Far

From the Tree. But this isn’t simply the story of
children learning to grow comfortable with
themselves. It’s the story of parents struggling to
adjust their expectations and hopes under what
are often monumentally difficult circumstances. 

Another key moment in the film is the story
of Jack Ullnut. Born with severe autism, Jack
soon tests the limits of his parents’ loving
willpower. Frustrated with an inability to talk or
otherwise express himself, he frequently
scratches his face bloody or attacks his parents.
Tearfully, his mother Amy confesses the years
she spent wondering what she did to cause this.
Did she not take the proper vitamins during
pregnancy? Was her child exposed to something
as a baby? The heartbreaking—yet resolutely
hopeful— stories presented here prove that just
because a story is inspirational to others doesn’t
mean it’s any easier to live through.

In the end Far From the Tree doesn’t advance
any particularly groundbreaking theory. Few
people these days expect families to be perfect
or children to be well-conformed carbon copies
of their parents. But for its ability to capture the
drama of these unique children and their often
conflicted parents, Far From the Tree is a
compelling, compassionate and ultimately
upbeat glimpse into the complicated, peril-
fraught crapshoot that is parenthood. a

Far From the Tree
Directed by Rachel Dretzin

Unrated; Opens Friday 8/31

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

H
ow do families deal with children who are

very different from them? That’s the

probing premise behind Rachel Dretzin’s

honest and empathetic documentary Far From

the Tree. 
Based on Andrew Solomon’s New York Times

best-selling book of the same name, the film
begins by consulting with Solomon himself.
The son of high society parents, Solomon knew
from a very early age that he was “different.”
His parents could handle his love of fashion, his
taste for opera, his obsession with Emily
Dickenson. But they drew the line when he
declared he was a homosexual. Loving of their
first-born offspring, but shaken by the
revelation, they never quite got around to fully
accepting him for who he was. Determined to
understand his parents’ conflicted feelings,
Solomon spent 10 years researching and writing
his nonfiction book.

Like Solomon’s book, Dretzin’s documentary
casts its focus across a wide range of “different”
children. We meet those with Down syndrome,
those with dwarfism, autism. We meet a man in
jail for a heinous crime. Some of the differences
are physical, some are psychological, others are
moral. But the common thread is that clear wall
of division between parent and child, and the
guilt that accompanies it. As Solomon explains
it, the research he put into his deeply personal
book was akin to “investigating the very nature
of family itself.”

We meet, by way of example, Emily and
Charles Kingsley, parents to Jason, who was
born with Down syndrome. Put off by the
“advice” of doctors and obstetricians in the ’70s,
who suggested institutionalizing Jason before

Like father, not like son.
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THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

who took over for Ben Affleck, who
took over for Harrison Ford, who took
over for Alec Baldwin as the CIA
analyst who always gets his terrorist.

SATURDAY 1

“Monkey Twins” (Netflix streaming
anytime) Inspired by “Khon dance
drama and Thai martial arts” comes
this action series starring Phakhin
Khamwilaisak and Sumret Muengput.
It’s about a “fighter scarred by the
past” who teams up with a
“determined cop” to battle an
organized crime ring. Now go to the
internet and look up “Khon dance.”

“Transformers: Cyberverse” (Cartoon
Network 7:30pm) Seems that
transforming robot/car Bumblebee
has lost his memory. Fellow
Transformers work to repair his
memory chips, enabling him to
rediscover his past adventures home
back on Cyberton—which look a hell of
a lot like the old school, Generation 1
cartoon.

SUNDAY 2

Dinner For Two (TVOne 5pm) Actor/R&B
sensation Tristan “Mack” Wilds stars in
this “complicated love story about life
and sacrifice” in which a
brokenhearted alcoholic shares one
last dinner with his former beloved
(Chaley Rose from “Nashville”),
reflecting on memories over favorite
dishes and multiple glasses of wine. 

MONDAY 3

“A Taiwanese Tale of Two Cities”
(Netflix streaming anytime) This
Mandarin-language drama tracks
two women—a traditional
Chinese medicine practitioner in
Taipei and a Taiwanese-American
programmer in San Francisco—
who swap homes. 

TUESDAY 4

The Bobby Brown Story (BET
7pm) From his time in New
Edition to his reality show with
Whitney Houston, this two-part
miniseries charts the life of the
bad boy of R&B.

“Mayans M.C.” (FX 11pm) This
spinoff of “Sons of Anarchy”
deals with the trials and
tribulations of rival motorcycle
club the Mayans. Edward James
Olmos plays the patriarch of the
gang.

“The Purge” (USA 8pm) How can
you confine one night of lawless
anarchy to a mere four movies?
Now we have a TV series in which
Americans put on masks and try
to kill their neighbors.

WEDNESDAY 5

“Back to School Just For Laughs”
(KWBQ-19 8pm) Comedians
reflect on how school shaped
them during their performances
at the Montreal Just For Laughs
Festival. a

THURSDAY 30

“One Dollar” (CBS All Access
streaming anytime) This mystery
thriller is set in a small, rust belt
town where a single one-dollar bill
changing hands connects a group of
characters involved in a shocking
multiple murder. It’s nice to see
something told from the cash’s point
of view for a change.

The Archer (LMN 6pm) Lifetime Movie
Network goes full-on Southern drive-
in movie circuit exploitation with this
tale of a “high school archery
champion” who ends up an inmate
at an all-girls’ reform camp. Realizing
the camp is a corrupt and twisted
prison, our heroine (Bailey Noble
from “True Blood”) and another
prisoner (Jeanine Mason from “Grey’s
Anatomy”) escape with the warden
hot on their heels.

FRIDAY 31

“Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan” (Amazon
streaming anytime) Or “John
Krasinski’s Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan,” if
you wanna get specific. The star of
“The Office” takes over for Chris Pine,

Fun Will Never End
“Adventure Time” on Cartoon Network

L
ast month at the San Diego Comic-Con,

Cartoon Network representatives

announced that their animated fantasy

series “Adventure Time” would come to an end

on Sept. 3. Over the past eight years, creator

Pendleton Ward’s cartoon has grown from an

item of obscure cult worship to a backbone of

the network (compete with comic, video game,

book and toy spinoffs). Although it’s been

speculated for some time that the series would

be concluding, that end date has arrived all too

swiftly, and frankly I’m still not ready.
A unique mash-up of Dungeons & Dragons,

video games and boy-and-his-dog stories,
“Adventure Time” followed the exploits of
rough-and-tumble, quest-loving boy Finn and
his laid-back, shape-shifting canine companion
Jake in the post-apocalyptic Land of Ooo. 

Aimed initially at children, the series
quickly developed a loyal following of teens and
adults. As it went on, the show accrued a dense
mythology. Various storylines fleshed out the
“Great Mushroom War” that destroyed Earth,
turning it—a thousand years hence—into a
magic-filled world ruled by candy people (see
for reference: “Holly Jolly Secrets,” “Everything
Stays,” “Simon and Marcy” and the
heartbreaking “I Remember You”). It explored
alternate timelines and parallel dimensions
(“Finn the Human,” “Jake the Dog,”
“Crossover,” “Is That You?”). It examined
parent-child dynamics with surprising depth
(“Fry Song,” “Daddy’s Little Monster,” “Joshua
and Margaret Investigations” “Min and Marty,”
“Escape From the Citadel”). And it even took
time to check in on the budding sexual
awakening of our teenager hero (“Go With

Me,” “Marceline’s Closet,” “Incendium,” “Frost
& Fire”) as he aged from 12 (in the pilot) to 17
(as of Season 9’s episode “Seventeen”). 

Over the course of a 10-season run, fan-fave
characters like Marceline the Vampire Queen
(Olivia Olson), Princess Bubblegum (Hynden
Walch), Ice King (Tom Kenny) and Lumpy
Space Princess (Pendleton Ward himself)
regularly interacted with choice guest stars
(Neil Patrick Harris, George Takei, Kumail
Nanjiani, Matthew Broderick, Henry Rollins,
Maria Bamford, Emo Philips, Lou Ferrigno,
Brian Posehn). The voice talent was
memorable, the writing smart, the design
imaginative and the setting occasionally quite
surreal. “Adventure Time” was easy to obsess
over. 

Production had slowed to a trickle of
episodes in the past few years. (Season 5 had 52
episodes! Season 10, a mere 16.) But the
creators treated viewers with a trio of excellent
miniseries—2015’s “Stakes,” 2016’s “Islands”
and 2017’s “Elements”—to make up for it.
Obviously not all of the show’s crazy, divergent
storylines will be wrapped up in a neat bow by
the show’s 44-minute series finale (titled “Come
Along With Me”). This will leave viewers to
speculate, as they always have, with fan theories
and head canon. (Did “What Was Missing”
imply Bubblegum and Marceline were once a
couple? What’s the deal with Abraham Lincoln
and Mars? Does Finn suffer from xenomelia?)
But, for a series so rooted in imagination, that
seems completely, adventurously appropriate.

a

The series finale of “Adventure Time” airs Monday,

Sept. 3 at 7pm.
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(Zoe Saldana), Drax (Dave Bautista), Baby Groot (Vin
Diesel) and Rocket (Bradley Cooper) are back trying to save
the galaxy. 136 minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12,
Winrock Stadium 16)

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
This 2002 fantasy is the second film in the Harry Potter se-
ries, following the young wizard and his pals in their efforts
to defeat a basilisk and uncover the secrets of Tom Riddle’s
diary. 161 minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows—Part 1
This 2010 fantasy is the seventh film in the Harry Potter se-
ries, chronicling Potter’s quest to find and destroy Lord
Voldemort’s secret to immortality—the Horcruxes. 146 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century Rio)

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows—Part 2
This 2011 fantasy is the eighth and final film in the Harry
Potter series, wrapping up our wizard hero’s quest to put an
end to the evil machinations of Lord Vodemort and his
Death Eaters. 130 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio)

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
This 2005 fantasy is the fourth film in the Harry Potter se-
ries, in which Harry competes in the international Triwizard
Tournament. Reviewed in v14 i46. 157 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio)

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
This 2009 fantasy is the sixth film in the Harry Potter series,
in which Harry finally figures out the secret history behind
wayward wizard Tom Riddle/Lord Voldemort. Reviewed in
v18 i29. 153 minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
This 2007 fantasy is the fifth film in the Harry Potter series,
finds Harry and a gang of good wizards (Mad-Eye Moody,
Remus Lupin, Sirius Black, Nymphadora Tonks) battling
nasty new teacher Dolores Ubridge and the growing min-
ions of Lord Voldemort. Reviewed in v16 i29. 138 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio)

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
This 2004 fantasy is the third film in the Harry Potter series,
setting our magical hero on a collision course with an un-
stable wizard named Sirius Black, who has a major connec-
tion to the death of Harry’s parents. Reviewed in v13 i23.
136 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio)

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
This 2001 fantasy started out the Harry Potter series with a
blast, introducing young Harry (and much of the world) to
the secret wizarding school known as Hogwarts. Reviewed
in v10 i46. 152 minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

The Incredible Hulk
The green goliath gets a 2008 reboot with Edward Norton
as a wandering outcast Dr. Bruce Banner, hunted by the
government—until they need his help ridding New York City
of mad Russian mercenary-turned-monster The Abomina-
tion (Tim Roth). Reviewed in v17 i24. 114 minutes. PG-13.
(AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

Iron Man
Robert Downey Jr. headlines as billionaire playboy Tony
Stark, a military industrialist who is kidnapped by Middle
Eastern terrorists and forced to build an armored suit after a
life-threatening incident. Reviewed in v17 i19. 126 minutes.
PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

Iron Man 2
Robert Downey Jr. returns as playboy-inventor-turned-super-
hero Tony Stark, joining Don Cheadle (who suits up as War
Machine), Scarlett Johansson (as slinky superspy The Black
Widow) and Mickey Rourke (as the villainous Whiplash).
124 minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Sta-
dium 16)

Iron Man 3
Industrialist/superhero Tony Stark’s personal world is torn
apart when he’s attacked by an international terrorist known
as the Mandarin (Ben Kingsley) in this 2013 sequel. Re-
viewed in v22 i19. 130 minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albu-
querque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

Isle of Dogs
Quirky auteur Wes Anderson follows up his stop-motion ani-
mated fable Fantastic Mr. Fox with this picture book tale of
a near-future Far East in which all dogs have been banished
to an isolated island trash dump. Mourning the loss of his
beloved pet, a determined young boy (Koyu Rankin) travels
to the island to find him. Reviewed in v27 i14. 101 min-
utes. PG-13. (Flix Brewhouse)

Legally Blonde
Reese Witherspoon stars in this 2001 comedy fave about a
ditzy sorority gal who decides to go to Harvard Law School.
95 minutes. (Flix Brewhouse)

Ant-Man
Paul Rudd is fine and dandy as a cat burglar recruited by
an aging scientist (Michael Douglas) to don a powerful
shrinking suit and fight the bad guys in this 2015 Marvel
Comics action-comedy. Reviewed in v24 i30. 117 minutes.
PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

The Avengers
Bringing together storylines that had been brewing for years,
the all-star jam-band that is The Avengers finally comes to-
gether in this 2012 hit. Reviewed in v21 i18. 142 minutes.
PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

Avengers: Age of Ultron
Earth’s mightiest mortals are back for a second go-around
fighting a robot named Ultron (voiced by James Spader)
who wants to bring peace to humanity by wiping it out. 141
minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium
16)

Avengers: Infinity War
When power-mad alien conquerer Thanos (Josh Brolin) tries
to unite the six Infinity Gems, The Avengers, Black Panther,
Doctor Strange, Spider-Man and the Guardians of the
Galaxy join forces to stop him. 149 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8, Movies West, AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock
Stadium 16)

Best in Show
Christopher Guest, who gave us the comic classics This is
Spinal Tap and Waiting For Guffman, contributes this en-
semble send-up of the loopy world of professional dog
breeding competitions from 2000. 90 minutes. (Flix Brew-
house)

Black Panther
Prince T’Challa (Chadwick Boseman) returns to the high-
tech African nation of Wakanda to ascend its throne in the
wake of his father’s death. Reviewed in v27 i8. 134 min-
utes. PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

Captain America: Civil War
Iron Man thinks superheroes should be regulated by the
U.N. Captain America has other ideas. This is gonna be one
heck of a knock-down, drag-out! 146 minutes. PG-13.
(AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

Captain America: The First Avenger
Chris Evans (who did previous hero duty as the Human
Torch in the Fantastic Four movies) stars as the Star-Span-
gled Avenger in this 2011 action flick. 125 minutes. PG-13.
(AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

Captain America: The Winter Soldier
The First Avenger is back, trying to acclimate to life outside
his native World War II era and battling a blast from his past
in the form of Soviet supervillain the Winter Soldier (Sebast-
ian Stan). 128 minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12,
Winrock Stadium 16)

Django
Italian filmmaker Sergio Corbucci directed this monumen-
tally iconic 1966 Spaghetti Western. Franco Nero stars as
the titular gunslinger, who stumbles into a feud between a
gang of Confederate Red Shirts and a band of Mexican rev-
olutionaries. It ain’t long before the bullets start flying. Unlike
most American Westerns, this one’s dark, violent and rather
existential. An international hit, it inspired over 30 unofficial
“sequels” (most of which had nothing to do with Corbucci
or Nero). In Italian and Spanish with English subtitles. 97
minutes. Unrated. (Guild Cinema)

Doctor Strange
Benedict Cumberbatch stars as an egotistical surgeon who
loses the use of his hands in an accident and embarks on
a journey of healing—only to wind up as the apprentice to a
magical superbeing (Tilda Swinton, natch) in Nepal. 115
minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium
16)

Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them 
J.K. Rowling visits the pre-Harry Potter world of Harry Potter
with this 1920s-set prequel in which wizardly writer Newt
Scamander (Eddie Redmayne) heads to New York City and
accidentally loses a suitcase full of magical monsters. 133
minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio)

Friday Night Lights
This 2004 drama takes us to the economically depressed
town of Odessa, Texas, where the expectations of class-
mates, coaches and family members take a heavy toll on
the local high school football team. 117 minutes. (Flix
Brewhouse)

Guardians of the Galaxy
Marvel Comics’ superhero movies take off in a different di-
rection, heading into outer space for this buoyantly comic,
endlessly entertaining sci-fi romp from 2014. 121 minutes.
PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2
Well-meaning space rogues Star-Lord (Chris Pratt), Gamora

Rudy
Sean Astin stars in this much-loved 1993 biopic about
scrappy little steel town kid Daniel Ruettiger, who dreamed
of playing football for Notre Dame. Spoiler alert: Despite av-
erage grades, poor athletic skills and a small stature, Rudy
became a sports hero and a motivational icon. The film is
back in theaters for its 25th anniversary screening. 114
minutes. PG. (Cottonwood Stadium 16, Century Rio, Cen-
tury 14 Downtown)

The Sandlot
You’re killing me, Smalls. A new kid in town joins a pee-wee
baseball team in the summer of 1962 and must overcome
rival teams, mean lifeguards and one very vicious dog. In
the years since its release (1993), this coming-of-age com-
edy has become a major cult film. It’s hitting theaters for its
25th anniversary—in case you wanna feel old. 101 min-
utes. PG. (Flix Brewhouse)

Spider-Man: Homecoming
Tom Holland (In the Heart of the Sea, The Lost City of Z)
stars as high school genius/newbie superhero Peter
Parker/Spider-Man, caught in a war between high-tech
heavyweights Tony Stark (Robert Downey Jr.) and Adrian
Toomes (Michael Keaton). 133 minutes. PG-13. (AMC Al-
buquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

Super Mario Bros.
Believe it or not, it’s now the 25th anniversary of this silly-
fun, video game-based action fantasy. Bob Hoskins and
John Leguizamo star as our plumber heroes, Mario and
Luigi, who are teleported to another dimension where they
must battle evil lizard King Koopa (Dennis Hopper) and res-
cue a cute princess (Samantha Mathis). You grew up on
this stuff. Don’t deny it. 104 minutes. PG. (Guild Cinema)

Thor
Chris Hemsworth (Star Trek) stars as Marvel Comics’ mighty
Asgardian god of thunder, exiled to Earth by his angry dad
(Anthony Hopkins). 114 minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albu-
querque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

Thor: Ragnarok
Trapped in an otherworldly gladiatorial contest, the Asgar-
dian God of Thunder Thor (Chris Hemsworth) teams up with
his angry pal the Hulk (Mark Ruffalo) to prevent the all-pow-
erful Goddess of Death Hela (Cate Blanchett) from destroy-
ing Asgardian civilization. 130 minutes. PG-13. (AMC
Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16)

Thor: The Dark World
Marvel’s hammer-slinging space god Thor (Chris
Hemsworth) is back for more mystical sci-fi action, teaming
up with his archenemy/brother, Loki, to defeat the Dark
Elves. 112 minutes. PG-13. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock
Stadium 16)

STILL PLAYING

3100: Run and Become
This sporting documentary chases after Ashprihanal Aalto,
an unassuming Finnish paperboy, and Shamita, an Austrian
cellist, as they train to compete in the Self-Transcendence
3100-Mile Race. This “world’s longest certified footrace”
takes place each summer in Queens, New York. The allure of
this extreme running event is contextualized by visits to
other cultures with strong ties to running. There’s a Santa
Fe-based Diné ultra runner, a member of the San Bushmen
of Africa’s Kalahari desert and a monks from towering Mr.
Hiei in Japan. Beyond mere athletic prowess, these people
run for spiritual enlightenment, universal oneness and
more. 79 minutes. Unrated. (High Ridge)

A.X.L.
A top-secret robotic dog escapes its military creators and
meets a shy teenage boy (Alex Neustaedter from “Colony”)
with whom he develops a special friendship. Now our hero’s
got to protect his new bestie from the evil, robot-dog-creat-
ing scientists. Also, there’s a girl (singer Becky G). ‘Cause
there’s always a girl. 100 minutes. PG. (Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Alpha
In this family-oriented adventure drama, a lost young hunter
(Kodi Smit-McPhee, X-Men: Apocalypse) befriends an in-
jured wolf during Earth’s last Ice Age, inadvertently creating
domesticated canines and initiating the world’s first “boy
and his dog” story. 96 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Century 14
Downtown)

Ant-Man and The Wasp
Marvel breaks out a sequel to its 2015 action comedy hit
Ant-Man. This time around our pint-sized hero/single father
(Paul Rudd) is teamed up with a no-nonsense female

OPENING THIS WEEK

Far From the Tree
Reviewed this issue. 93 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday
8/31 at Guild Cinema)

Juliet, Naked
Based on the novel by Nick Hornby (High Fidelity, About a
Boy) this music-minded comedy-drama charts the story of
Annie (Rose Byrne), the long-suffering girlfriend of Duncan
(Chris O’Dowd), who forms an unlikely transatlantic ro-
mance with faded singer-songwriter Tucker Crowe (Ethan
Hawke)—who, rather inconveniently, happens to be the sub-
ject of Duncan’s musical obsession. 105 minutes. R.
(Opens Thursday 8/30 at Century Rio, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16, High Ridge)

Kin
A recently released ex-con (Jack Reynor) and his adopted
teenage brother (Myles Truitt) find themselves chased by a
vengeful criminal and a squad of otherworldly soldiers after
they stumble across a weapon of mysterious origin. Zoë
Kravitz, Carrie Coon, Dennis Quaid and James Franco are
among the adults in this family sci-fi adventure. 102 min-
utes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 8/30 at Century Rio, AMC Al-
buquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Little Stranger
A gentleman doctor (Domhnall Gleeson) is called to visit a
crumbling manor in the English countryside circa 1947.
There he finds a family haunted (literally and figuratively) by
their past—a past that connects directly to the doctor’s own
history. Quirky filmmaker Lenny Abrahamson (Frank, Room)
directs this ghostly gothic drama based on Sarah Waters’
2009 novel. 111 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 8/30 at
Century Rio)

Narthanasala
In this Indian rom-com, a young man (Naga Shaurya,
Dikkulu Choodaku Ramayya) runs a women’s empower-
ment institute, training the ladies to be mentally and physi-
cally strong. But he’s labeled “gay” because he spends so
much time around women. Eventually, though, he meets a
kind-hearted girl (Simran Pareenja, Kirrak Party) who’s al-
ways getting in trouble. Can a little romance solve her per-
sonal problems? In Telugu with English subtitles. 125
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Thursday 8/30 at Century Rio)

Perfect Blue
Director Satoshi Kon’s gorgeously animated, mind-bending,
Hitchcock-inspired anime from 1997 returns to theaters. A
retired pop singer-turned-actress has her sense of reality
shaken when she is stalked by an obsessed fan. In English
subbed and English subtitled versions. 81 minutes. R.
(Opens Thursday 9/6 at Century 14 Downtown, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16)

Searching
After his 16-year-old daughter goes missing, a desperate
father (John Cho, Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle)
breaks into her laptop to find clues as to her whereabouts.
Like the 2014 horror flick Unfriended, this trend-hopping
mystery-thriller is “screencast” entirely via internet chat
rooms, YouTube videos, webcams and the like. 102 min-
utes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 8/30 at Century Rio)

Skate Kitchen
From documentary filmmaker Crystal Moselle (The Wolf-
pack) comes this lo-fi cinema verité look at tribalism and
sisterhood among urban skate rats. A teenage skateboarder
(Rachelle Vinberg) from suburban New Jersey crosses the
bridge to make friends with a bunch of other skateboarding
gals in New York City. It’s mostly just a languid mood piece
about being young and free, but it’s a beautifully realized
one. 106 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 8/31 at Guild Cinema)

Ya Veremos
Cute ’n’ precocious moppet Santi (Emiliano Aramayo) isn’t
adjusting well to the separation of his parents Rodrigo and
Alejandra (Mauricio Ochmann, Fernanda Castillo), who now
split custody of the young boy. But when the parents receive
word that their son must undergo surgery to save his sight,
little Santi makes a pre-surgery wish list—in the hope of re-
uniting his mom and dad. In Spanish with English subtitles.
85 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 8/30 at Century Rio)

RETURNING

American Graffiti
Future Star Wars director George Lucas made this 1973 hit
about a couple of high school grads who spend one final
night cruising the strip with their buddies before going off to
college. 110 minutes. PG. (Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)
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loose). Wouldn’t you know it: The entire island has been sit-
ting on a dormant volcano this entire time, and it’s now ex-
ploding. Naturally, a mix of untrustworthy mercenaries and
squabbling scientists (plus dinosaur trainer Chris Pratt and
operations manager Bryce Dallas Howard) head back to
the island to rescue a bunch of the giant lizards before, you
know, lava. 128 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Mama Mia! Here We Go Again
In the 2008 original we got a lot of very bad karaoke ver-
sions of ABBA songs and a story about how Meryl Streep
slept with so many dudes she couldn’t remember who the
father of her about-to-be-married daughter (Amanda
Seyfried) was. In this sequel, the former bride is pregnant,
grandma (Cher) shows up, and we get flashbacks to that
magical summer 30 years ago when young Meryl Streep
(Lily James) banged young Pierce Brosnan (Jeremy Irvine),
young Stellan Skarsgard (Josh Dylan) and young Colin Firth
(Hugh Skinner). Also, more ABBA songs. 108 minutes. PG-
13. (Century Rio)

The Meg
Bald bad-ass Jason Statham (The Transporter) is a deep
sea rescue expert called upon to save some oceanogra-
phers trapped in an experimental sub at the bottom of the
Mariana Trench. Unfortunately, the rescue effort ticks off a
very large, very prehistoric shark, who proceeds to deliver his
best Jaws imitation. Predictable, loud and kinda silly, this
Chinese-produced monster movie at least has some fun
action and credible special effects. Reviewed in v27 i32.
113 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16)

Mile 22
Mark Wahlberg plays an “elite American Intelligence officer,”
aided by a “top-secret tactical command unit” (which in-
cludes MMA fighter Ronda Rousey) who must smuggle a
mysterious intelligence asset (Indonesian martial artist Iko
Uwais from The Raid: Redemption) out of an American em-
bassy in Southeast Asia to an airfield for extraction. All
they’ve got to do is fend off evil terrorists for 22 miles. Like
ya do. 95 minutes. R. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Century 14
Downtown)

The Miseducation of Cameron Post
Chloë Grace Moretz (Kick-Ass, Hugo) headlines this
somber-but-sympathetic, 1993-set drama about a teenage
girl forced into a gay conversion therapy center by her con-
servative guardians. 91 minutes. Unrated. (High Ridge)

Mission: Impossible—Fallout
Here we are at the sixth (yes, sixth) film in the series. Seems
that Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and the IMF team are on a
secret mission that goes horribly wrong. They’re betrayed
and have to go rogue in order to … wait a minute. Am I de-
scribing the plot to this movie or a previous one? Trick ques-
tion! It’s all of them! 147 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio,
Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brew-
house, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium
16)

Operation Finale
Oscar Isaac (Star Wars: The Force Awakens) and Mélanie
Laurent (Inglourious Basterds) star in this historical action
drama about a team of Mossad agents sent to track down
and capture Nazi mastermind Adolph Eichmann (Ben
Kingsley) in Argentina, circa 1960. PG-13. (Century Rio,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, High Ridge)

Papillon
Charlie Hunnam (“Sons of Anarchy”) and Rami Malik (“Mr.
Robot”) take over for Steve McQueen and Dustin Hoffman
in this remake of 1973’s true-life prison drama Papillon.
Danish director Michael Noer adds a touch of style to the
dark tale of prison hell in the tropics. But his stars have
mighty big shoes to fill. Reviewed in v27 i34. 133 minutes.
R. (Century 14 Downtown, High Ridge)

Puzzle
Underrated Scottish actress Kelly Macdonald (Trainspot-
ting, “Boardwalk Empire”) stars in this remake of the Argen-
tine romance Rompecabezas. She’s a restless, borderline
depressed suburban New Jersey wife and mother regularly
taken for granted by her loutish family. When she rediscov-
ers her passion for solving jigsaw puzzles (yeah, jigsaw puz-
zles), she journeys to New York City to team up with a
“puzzle champion” (Indian movie icon Irrfan Khan) so she
can become part of the “competitive puzzle solving” scene.
Can he help her solve her romantic woes as easily as he
helps her solve jigsaw puzzles? 103 minutes. R. (High
Ridge)

Slender Man
The spooky-looking creepypasta internet meme that in-
spired at least one attempted murder finally rates his own
low-budget PG-13 horror movie. In it, a group of teenage
girls (led by Joey King from 2010’s Ramona and Beezus)
investigates the mystery of the mythical monster Slender
Man after a friend of theirs goes missing. This turns out to
be a bad idea. 93 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century 14
Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Sorry to Bother You
In an “alternate,” present-day version of Oakland, Calif., tele-
marketer Cassius Green (Lakeith Stanfield from “Atlanta”
and Get Out) discovers the magical key to success is
adopting a “white guy” voice (supplied by David Cross). This
unapologetically confrontational comedy/fantasy—a debut
writing-direcing effort from rapper Boots Riley—plays like the
cutting social satire of Putney Swope as filtered through the
oddball lens of Spike Jonze (Being John Malkovich). Re-
viewed in v27 i29. 105 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

The Spy Who Dumped Me
Mila Kunis stars as a woman who gets dumped by her
boyfriend, only to find out he was a government super spy.
This gets her unwittingly entangled in an international con-
spiracy. Of course, she drags along her BFF (Kate McKin-
non) for the ensuing shenanigans. 116 minutes. R.
(Century Rio)

Three Identical Strangers
In 1980 three complete strangers crossed paths in New
York City, only to discover they were identical triplets, sepa-
rated at birth. The 19-year-olds’ joyous reunion catapulted
them to international fame, but also unlocked an unsettling
secret that had been haunting all three young men their en-
tire lives. In unpacking its baffling, true-life conspiracy, this
fascinating documentary switches moods from coinci-
dence-driven sitcom to psychological mystery. 96 minutes.
PG-13. (High Ridge)

counterpart (Evangeline Lilly) to battle a dangerous, phase-
shifting villain named Ghost. Laurence Fishburne also joins
the cast as scientist Bill Foster, whom longtime comic book
fans will surely recognize. 118 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Flix
Brewhouse, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Beautifully Broken
Inspired by a true story, this low budget, fatih-based drama
tells the story of a father (Benjamin A. Onyango from God’s
Not Dead) who flees the Rawandan Genocide, only to end
up with his family in a Kenyan refugee camp. There, he
hears about a program that can help him come to Amer-
ica—but he must leave his wife and child behind to estab-
lish residency first. Reluctantly traveling to Louisiana, he
meets another father (TV series regular Scott William Win-
ters) whose faith is tested by his own rebellious daughter.
108 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

BlacKkKlansman
Spike Lee (Do the Right Thing) directs this punchy, in-your-
face mixture of playful blaxploitation action, canny comedy
and true-life biography. This crazy tale of an African-Ameri-
can police officer (John David Washington) who goes under-
cover in the Ku Klux Klan (and even becomes the chapter
president) is actually based on a real incident in early ’70s
Colorado Springs. Funny, timely and loaded with unex-
pected style, this marks a major return to form for Lee after
a decade or so of misfires. 135 minutes. R. (Century Rio,
High Ridge, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Christopher Robin
In this live-action/animated fantasy, a middle-aged Christo-
pher Robin (Ewan McGregor)—real-life star of the A.A.
Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh books—finds himself going through
a midlife crisis. And who should show up at his doorstep in
urban London? How about the silly ol’ bear himself and his
pals from the Hundred Acre Wood (rendered in CGI as per-
fect stuffed animals come to life). 104 minutes. PG. (Cen-
tury 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Crazy Rich Asians
Middle class native New Yorker Rachel (Constance Wu from
“Fresh Off the Boat”) heads to Singapore to meet her hum-
ble boyfriend’s family. Much to her surprise, he turns out to
be the scion of one of the top 10 wealthiest families in Asia.
But what will happen when he introduces Rachel to his
controlling mother and the rest of his close-knit clan during
the society wedding of the year? Charming, funny, romantic
and ri-dic-ulously opulent. 120 minutes. PG-13. (Century
Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, High Ridge)

The Equalizer 2
Denzel Washington is back, serving up justice for the ex-
ploited. This time around one of his old CIA friends is mur-
dered, and he’s got to go gunning for revenge, old-guy-style.
129 minutes. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Al-
buquerque 12, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

The Happytime Murders
Melissa McCarthy stars in this rude and crude comedy
about a disgraced former LAPD detective who tries to solve
a case involving the cast members of an ’80s TV puppet
show who are being murdered one by one. Brian Henson
(son of Jim Henson) directs. 91 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation
Workaholic hotelier Count Dracula (voiced by Adam San-
dler) finds himself stuck on a sea cruise with his daughter
(Selena Gomez), his human son-in-law (Andy Samberg)
and a host of mummies, werewolves and Frankenstein
monsters. Hijinks ensue. 97 minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium
16)

Incredibles 2
After 14 years Pixar returns to the Parr family, the clan of su-
perpowered folks who fought off enforced retirement. Now
the family is thrown for a loop when mom Elastigirl (Holly
Hunter) is recruited by a high-profile, Avengers-style team,
leaving dad Mr. Incredible (Craig T. Nelson) to play Mr. Mom
to his superpowered kids—including wonder baby Jack-
Jack. 118 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Flix Brewhouse, Century 14 Downtown, AMC
Albuquerque 12)

Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom
Seems that troubled Isla Nublar now has an additional
problem (besides all those man-eating dinosaurs on the

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058
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Deconstructing Zozobra
Inside, outside and all around the mean marionette

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
f you dwell in the 505, chances are you have

a story about Zozobra.

Maybe you even have more than one.

Every time that part of the year rolled around,

when the hot summer seemed to be ebbing

here in Burque, my father would pack the

family car with the customary accoutrements

of a great American road trip and we would

roll up to Santa early—like the Thursday

night or Friday morning before the burn—and

rent a room at the Inn of the Governors.

Back then, the burning of Zozobra signified

the beginning of the Santa Fe Fiestas. That’s

not true anymore, and there is a week-long gap

now between the two storied events.

But Zozobra was created with the Fiestas in

mind—as both alternative and addition to the

celebration of la reconquista del norte—by a

local artist named Will Shuster. Shuster

believed the addition of a marionette, to be

burnt up along with the year’s fears and

regrets, would add to the joyful but solemn

conquering narrative propagated by officials

since the commemorative event began in the

18th century. Zozobra, named by the local

newspaper editor, was first presented to the

community in 1924.

The two events diverged in the late-1990s

though, after a deadly shooting following the

burning led city officials to separate the two

events, first by moving the rite of Zozobra back

to the Thursday before la entrada and then, in

2014, returning the event to its Friday night

status, albeit a week before Fiestas actually

begin.

Throughout the history of this relatively

nuevo nuevo mexicano tradition, the always-to-

be-burnt-effigy has always been within the ken

of the Santa Fe Kiwanis Club. From

conception to promotion, from construction to

destruction, the Kiwanis represent Shuster’s

legacy.

Weekly Alibi sought out that semi-sacred

source and met with the humans behind the

popular yearly ritual, including Ray Sandoval,

the chairman of the Kiwanas Club of Santa Fe,

as well as two of the artisans involved in the

puppet’s construction, Jacob Romero and Scott

Wiseman.

Weekly Alibi: How long have you been

working with Zozobra?

Ray Sandoval: Since I was 6 years old, so 38

years. For me it all started in kindergarten.

They assigned show and tell, and so I went and

looked in the phone book, found the number

for the Kiwanis Club and called. Scott Griffin,

who was club secretary at the time answered

the phone. He told me that he and Harold

Gans (the voice of Zozobra) would come to my

school and talk to my class for show and tell.

They showed up the next day and gave a

presentation. I got in trouble. But I’ve been

fighting the Zozobra bug ever since.

Jacob Romero: I have been working on

Zozobra for 17 years. I started at the age of 8

years old volunteering with the annual event.

The first task that I was ever given by the late

Harold Gans (former voice of Zozobra and

construction supervisor) was to stand on the

end of a piece of poultry netting so he could

roll out the wire and it would not roll back. At

the time I didn't know what the poultry

netting was for. This would become one of four

pieces of netting to be placed on top of the

skeleton of his body to make his iconic shape.

This poultry netting is then stuffed with

shredded paper.

Scott Wiseman: I have been involved in

Zozobra since age 11. My parents surprised me

over dinner one night when they announced

they had enrolled me in the gloomy audition. I

was accepted and participated in the

performance for three years, and even one the

costume contest two times! This opened the

door to many opportunities to help stuff

Zozobra with paper. When Kiwanis members

caught wind of my unusual level of excitement

for Zozobra, I was invited to work on other

tasks: making his lips or hair, and eventually

his hands.

Ray, what’s really kept you involved

with Zozobra all these years?

Ray Sandoval: I have to be very honest with

you. You get to play with fire and burn a 50

foot effigy in the middle of downtown Santa

Fe. But the other thing is that I feel like I am

the keeper of an important tradition. Zozobra

is really important to our community, to our

culture. When you add the Kiwanis

component, the charitable component—this is

our major yearly fundraiser—I really feel like I

am giving back to the city.

Jacob, as the guardian and executor of

the Zozobra blueprints, can you tell our

readers about the tools and processes

you use?

Zozobra is primarily constructed with 2x4 and

1x4 lumber, 12-gauge and 9-gauge tension

ALL PHOTOS BY ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHYThe eyes of Zozobra
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wire, 2-inch poultry netting and stucco gauge

poultry netting. The poultry netting is then

stuffed with hundreds of pounds of shredded

paper that serves as the accelerant for when he

meets his fiery fate. All of that is then covered

with a custom made and Zozobra-sized cotton

sheet that Kiwanis Club members help sew

together yard by yard. There are many other

materials that we use to build the Old Man

that help bring everything together.

The armature which is Zozobra's skeleton is

made of 4 main components. The 2 arms, the

head and body are each assigned to a different

construction member. After the skeleton is

completed, it is connected with tension wire

and is covered with 2-inch poultry netting

that is braided together with the existing wire

so it then forms one solid unit of wood and

wire. 

Scott, Zozobra’s hands and facial

features are very important parts of the

whole concept, what’s that about? 

Scott Wiseman: I have been responsible for

sculpting Zozobra's hands since 2008. I'm very

meticulous in every project I take on,

especially artistic ones. Over the years I've

been involved with Zozobra, I transformed the

marionette's hands from very crude-looking

boxes and cylinders to the three-dimesional

sculptural pieces people know today.

The construction of the hands is a very

non-intuitive process that took years to

perfect. I don't use any typical art supplies.

Rather, they are formed out of segments of

welded fence material and stucco netting. In

order to get the form I want, the fingers have

to be individually crafted. Wire ends are

twisted together, and a special type of metal

clip called "hog rings" also help to keep pieces

together. Only a specific type of plier can

crimp these clips together. Once the wire mesh

is completed, two layers of muslin cloth are

wrapped around every detail of the hands and

pinned in place by more hog rings. The next

step is to paint the lines in the knuckles and

fingernails. Finally, the hands are attached to

the arms. 

How is Zozobra different every year?

The most obvious difference with Zozobra

every year is his hair color, and it is kept secret

until the day of the burning. The Decades

Project [a Kiwanis project that involves

designing Zozobra to reflect various decades in

Santa Fe’s history] has given us an opportunity

to add other surprises. One year he was

shirtless, another he had a potbelly, two years

ago he sported a fedora, and last year a

cardigan. What will the surprise be this year?

You'll have to find out for yourself on Friday,

Aug. 31, August! a

The 94th Annual Burning of Zozobra

Friday, Aug. 31 • Fort Marcy Park, Santa Fe

Gates open at 4:30pm • Tickets at

burnzozobra.com/tickets

Zozobra craftsmen Scott Wiseman and Jacob Padilla 
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Thursday AUG 30 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday AUG 29 8:00pm Doors

Saturday SEPT 1 8:00pm Doors

Sunday SEPT 2 7:00pm Doors

Tuesday SEPT 4 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday SEPT 5 8:00pm Doors

Thursday SEPT 6 8:00pm Doors

Friday SEPT 7 8:00pm Doors

Monday SEPT 10 8:00pm Doors

EMPORIUM PRESENTS

THE MARCUS KING BAND
 BISHOP GUNN 

VENUE 

CHANGE

SWINGIN UTTERS
LOST IN SOCIETY  RUSSIAN GIRLFRIENDS

WHO KILLED CARLA

SKANKS ROOTS PROJECT  THE RIDDIMS
WAKANE  IRIEBELLION

BLESSTHEFALL
THE WORD ALIVE  DED

 THOUSAND BELOW A WAR WITHIN

BAD BAD HATS
CUMULUS

SUPER WHATEVR
BEACH GOONS

BLINDDRYVE
ASHES OF JUPITER

BREAK THE EARTH W/BRENDA G PRECIOUS
DJ PANDEMONIUM

JIMMY'S FAMJAMLY
“SUBLIME TRIBUTE SHOW!”

PHERKAD  WHOLE MILK
 XAZZIEL MARTINEZ

SUBTLE KNIFE
KRANG * SHREWD

UPSETTING * SHARK SUIT

THIS
THURSDAY!!!



will totally rock! Featured bands include DJ
Buddha Funk, hardened headbangers Sorry
Guero, rustic and roguish singer songwriter
Garry Blackchild and the always jamming
like jambalaya Felix y Los Gatos. How can
you go wrong with a ticket like that? It’s for a
damn good cause. 8pm • $5 • 21+.

Saturday
No fooling: the boundaries containing the
vibrant-as-a-nuclear-research-station in-the-
desert music scene here in Burque seem to
grow and grow. In this case they’re not
possessed by radioactivity, though that cannot
be definitively said for the surrounding
environment. Anyway, avid local music
listeners can get their fill of this seeping
expansion by visiting a newish venue on the
outskirts of Downtown, Dialogue Brewing
(1501 First Street NW) on Saturday night,
Sept. 1, for the inaugural iteration of 505
Live: A Showcase of Live Music and Live Art.
Besides all sorta cray painting, sculpture and
whatever else is hip in post-Postmodernism
these days, a heap of super groovy musical
performances are set to go down too. Get
ready for tuneage by local luminaries
SuperGiant, Mondo Vibrations, Da Terra
Meiga, Innastate and Red Light Cameras
that you can jam out to whilst viddying the
best in new art or quaffing the joint’s most
excellent brews. This all-day event has one
admission price to encourage re-entry and
further exploration, dudes, so make the most
of the low admission price, it’s totally, like, an
end of summer bargain! 2pm to 11:45pm • $5
• 21+.

Sunday
Since this is gonna be a long holiday, I
heartily and communistically urge you all,
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SONIC REDUCER
BY AUGUST MARCH

Oskar Petersen
Log Cabin EP
(Self-released)

When Oskar Petersen
starts playing the guitar
intro to “Dirt Bike,” the
opening track on his first
notable record, I couldn’t
help but think of his old
man, Carl, the brilliant dude from the Ant
Farmers who was also, admittedly, the publisher
of this newspaper for a number of years. Their
muscularly strummed inflections are similar, as is
the proclivity for minor chords and the surface
resemblance of their produce to the music of
Ben Gibbard. It’s where the young Petersen
departs however—and not necessarily his bond
to family or genre or rock and roll custom—that
make this recording worth a damn. There is also
an earnestness on this record—not a fragility,
because the guitar player is strong and damn
sure of themselves—that’s reminiscent of or can
be imagined as the Greenwich Village folk scene
gone emo; that’s so cool, coming out of nowhere
on tunes like “Cocaine Grapefruit” or “15 Dogs.”

Lyla June
The People’s
Knowledge
(Self-released)

Layla June is an
Indigenous singer
songwriter from Taos
who has also
distinguished herself in the community as an
activist, educator and event organizer for
progressive political causes. Additionally, June
is a graduate of Stanford University. The re-
release of her early work on Bandcamp includes
this record from 1989. Filled with promise and
forward looking in its juxtaposing approach to
melody and the spoken word, The People’s
Knowledge is an essential musical glimpse into
the heady, rootsy waters that spawned the fight
for civil rights in Indian Country as well as
providing cultural clues for a yet-to-develop but
dreamt of hip-hop nation. Favorite tracks: “All
Nations Rise” and “The Day That You Were
Born.”

VVolly
VVolly
(Self-released)

The fine, fine music outta
Burque just keeps on
flowing. Here’s a new
record of compositions
by Buddy Holly, re-
visioned by Javier Romero. VVolly starts with an
art-damaged rendition of “Words of Love” that
presciently announces to listeners: “Hey, Aguila,
stop what you are doing, viejo, and listen to
this!” And why not; it’s a whole goddamned
album of tunes by the ghostly, glasses-wearing
wunderkind from Lubbock and Hobbs, brought
lovingly back to life—and then some—by a dude
who not only knows his rocanrol history but also
how to pace it to keep up the interest level. The
subtle references to Weezer’s “blue album” are
also helpful, by the way. But beyond artifice or
artistic license, this album still rocks. If you want
proof, listen to Javier and his band hit it hard on
“Not Fade Away” or “Everyday.” It’s all going
faster than a roller coaster, kids.  a

MUSIC | SHOW UP!

You’ve Got That Right!
It’s Showtime, Labor Day Edition

BY AUGUST MARCH

“T
ime after time those fanatical minds
try to rule all the world/ Telling us all
it's them who's in charge of it all/ I've

got a tricked out magic stick that will make
them all fall/ We've got the power now,
motherfuckers, that's where it belongs/ You've
got that right/ You know that it's there/
They've got their weapons to solve all their
questions, they don't know what it's for/ Why
can't they see it's not power, just greed, to just
want more and more?/ I got a plan and it's
here in my hand but it's all made of rights/
We're the enforcers, the sorcerer's orphans,
and we know why we fight ... ” “The
W.A.N.D.” by The Flaming Lips

Since Weekly Alibi is devoting its feature
this week to Zozobra—a look inside the
people and processes behind the popular
puppet—as well as a harbinger of the coming
winter—I thought it might be fun to do a
little bit of the same for the music section; you
know what goes into the making of Show
Up!, or something like that.

First I drive down to my neighborhood 7-
11 for a pack of frajos. Sometimes, I’ll run into
someone I know, like the time Brian Banks
shouted my name from outta his Mopar-made
vehicle and nearly gave my fat ass a heart
attack.

Anyway, after that—and a Super Big Gulp
with lotsa ice and a bit of iced tea—I head
back to mi chante Downtown, where I can
comfortably crawl through all the current data
I have regarding live music in El Duque. It’s
kinda like the Batcave except Bruce Wayne
doesn’t have a half-pug chihuahua and a 1998
Mac Mini overseeing the whole affair.

After about 2.5 hours of that—and about
1.5 grams of special herbal medicine—I
usually come up with something interesting,
like this:

Friday
One of the best things about the local
community is its mutual affinity for everyone
that’s genuinely part of the scene. That makes
the whole thing pretty big, considering the
number of performers and listeners and other
peripheral participants in the area. When All
Chola—a puro local outlet for merch that
glorifies urban Chicana pop fashion by taking
back the power of pride, rebellion and folk
feminism with def designs and local referent—
had a load of their merch stolen recently, all
sorts of citizens came forward to pledge their
support. The main result: a benefit concert on
Friday, Aug. 31 at Launchpad (618 Central
Ave. SW). This big rock show, just in time to
provide some forward momentum to some
bitchin’ cholas as well as to bid summer hasta
luego, Labor Day weekend style, yo, because it

dear readers, to take some time off to read
about the history of this holiday, the labor
movement, socialism and of course, if you still
have time, some studies in 19th century
European philosophy couldn’t hurt: Kant and
Berkeley are my favorites, but go ahead and
feel free to choose, even if it is Nietzche. Use
the following musical messages to get you
through the dense parts, folks.

• All the News That’s Fit to Sing, Phil Ochs
• The Times They Are A-Changin’, Bob

Dylan
• Double Nickels on the Dime, Minutemen
• To Pimp a Butterfly, Kendrick Lamar

Monday
Labor Day descends and summertime retreats
thereafter, day by day. The nights get cool, the
mornings come later. Before you surrender
yourself to your own autumnal influences and
tendencies, roll on down to Marble Brewery
(111 Marble Ave. NW) for the brewery’s own
special version of the inimitable American
holiday. Besides a host of traditional Labor
Day eats and treats, there will be plenty of
beer to go around. How dang American is
that? Plenty, with the sorts of entertainment
on offer here. The mid-afternoon-to-late night
festival includes rocked out sets by the Dirty
Brown Jug Band, one of our town’s toughest
yet totally tasty alt.country bands, Vintage
Brew, a bluesy outfit that goes well with IPA
and Scotty and the Atomics, another
longtime local outfit guaranteed to get folks
onto the dance floor with their soulfully funky
blues-rock emanations. Does that sound like
fun? I hope so, because the next break you get
won’t come until Christmas. 3pm to 9pm •
FREE • 21+. a

Da Terra Meiga COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van
Country • country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Chris Dracup • acoustic, blues, funk,
soul • 6pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Tylor Brandon • acoustic, country • 9pm

IBIZA AT HOTEL ANDALUZ Singer-Songwriter Series • Alex
Maryol • blues, acoustic • 6pm • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Swingin' Utters • Lost In Society • Russian
Girlfriends • rock, punk • Who Killed Carla • 9pm

MARBLE BREWERY MoonHat • jazz, soulful groove, eclectic
funk • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Throwback
Thursdays • DJ Wae Fonky • funk, throwback • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Garry Blackchild • folk, roots, rock •
Kimo • acoustic folk, rock • High Desert Playboys • country,
Americana • 9pm

MYKONOS CAFÉ & TAVERNA Hector Pimentel • classical,
flamenco • 5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Leeside • alternative country •
ALL-AGES! • • 6pm • FREE

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Craig Miller • variety • 7pm

SIDE EFFEX Da Terra Meiga • Celtic folk, flamenco • 9pm • FREE •
21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Ponce • indie rock • 8pm •
FREE • 21+

FRIDAY AUG 31
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Ancient Bones •
classic rock, folk • 5:30pm • Ryan Painter • singer-songwriter •
8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental Trio • classical, flamenco •
5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Daniel Solis Band • variety • 9pm

HOTEL ANDALUZ Eli Del Puerto y Los Encantos • jazz • 7pm •
Tracey Whitney • classic jazz, soul • 9pm • FREE • 21+

IBIZA AT HOTEL ANDALUZ Chris Dracup • acoustic, blues, funk,
soul • 6pm • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Ultimate Comedy Fight
Club • 8pm • 5 • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY Red Light Cameras • indie rock • 8pm •
FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Lani Nash Trio • singer-
songwriter, Americana, folk • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Lenin and
Mccarthey • acoustic, pop rock • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE ARCADE RIVALS • Cinematica • instru-
mental, experimental rock • Blitzar • Dyzynus • 9pm

M'TUCCI'S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT DJ M. Martinez •
R&B, hip-hop • 9pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Michael Anthony Giudicassi •
variety • 4pm • Black Smoke Blues Band • blues, rock • 8pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES! • Headliners Comedy Presents • 9:35pm •
$5 • 21+

SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL Ron Crowder Band • singer-
songwriter • 7pm • FREE • 21+

SIDE EFFEX The Horned God • stoner rock • Static Skyline •
Sugar Motor • 9pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Zone Out • Another DJ Night • electronic • 9pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Keith Sanchez • rock, blues, singer-
songwriter • Russell James • folk, singer-songwriter • Austin North
of Sleepspent • variety • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK RJ Perez • funk, blues • 5pm •
Synyster Vail • singer-songwriter • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY SEPT 1
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Slim and the
Bluetones • blues, classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental Trio • classical, flamenco •
5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CALENDAR | MUSIC

MUSIC

CALENDAR
THE COOPERAGE DJ Salsa • salsa • 9:30pm • $5 • 21+

DIALOGUE BREWING Red Light Cameras • indie rock • Mondo
Vibrations • reggae, rock • SuperGiant • InnaState • Da Terra
Meiga • Celtic folk, flamenco • noon • $5 • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Shawn Brooks • country • 9pm

HOTEL ANDALUZ Entourage Jazz • jazz, big band • 7pm • 21+

JAM SPOT Belmont • Such Gold • melodic hardcore •
Intervention • Right On, Kid • Fancy Party • Voodoo Kid • Decent
Exposure • 6pm

LAUNCHPAD The Riddims • roots, rock, reggae • Skanks Roots
Project • Wakane • Iriebellion • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY The Noseeums • bluegrass • 9pm • FREE •
21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Zealous Grooves •
jazz, funk, rock • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Warlike Wolves • Sorxe • doom metal •
No Self • Archiactra • Freeze Cat • 8pm

PIATANZI Gustavo Pimentel • variety • 6pm • FREE

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Jimmy Deveney • acoustic •
The Silver Foxes • 4pm • ALL-AGES! • Kari Simmons and The
Groove Line • pop, rock, soul • 8pm • FREE

SIDE EFFEX The City III • The Shine • Suede School • Thirdleg •
Kidtana • Rj • hip-hop, electronic, indie • Benjii Toast • 9pm •
FREE • 21+

SISTER MIXXD • AnA M • house, techno • Badcat • Teddy No
Name • The House Keepers • Keith McKnight • 8pm • $5 • 21+

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Last Call • swing, jazz, soul, blues,
R&B • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK The Dust City Opera • folk
rock orchestra • 3pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Melissa Rios • singer-songwriter •
5pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY SEPT 2
LAUNCHPAD Blessthefall • The Word Alive • Ded • Thousand
Below • A War Within • post-hardcore • 7pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE SaintBreaker • variety • Bad Gateway •
Visions of Death • 9pm

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Julian Dossett Trio • blues,
roots, rock, soul, jazz, swing, Western • 1pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MONDAY SEPT 3
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Tylor Brandon •
acoustic, country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MARBLE BREWERY Labor Day Festival • Dirty Brown Jug Band •
country, bluegrass • Vintage Brew • blues, country • Scotty and
The Atomics • rock, reggae, funk • 3pm • FREE • Bike Scavenger
Hunt • Scotty and The Atomics • rock, reggae, funk • 6:30pm •
21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Andrew W. Boss • Sorry Guero! • American
death groove • The Shine • 8pm

TUESDAY SEPT 4
THE COOPERAGE Albuquerque Jazz Orchestra • jazz, big band •
7:30pm • ALL-AGES!

JAM SPOT Lionheart • First Blood • Left Behind • hardcore, nu
metal • easymoney • Resurgence • metalcore • 7:30pm •
$15-$17 • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Bad Bad Hats • indie pop • Cumulus • 9pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Mighty Beefcake in Chains • Noogy •
Coffin Stuffers • ska, punk • Voodoo Kid • 9pm • $5 • 21+

WEDNESDAY SEPT 5
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Renee Dion •
variety • 4pm • Chris Ravin • rock ’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Super Whatevr • Beach Goons • Dubé • variety •
9pm

MARBLE BREWERY The Deal • jam, funk, rock • 6pm • FREE •
21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Static Skyline • Free Truman • Vanity
Plate • Go Out in Style • variety • 9pm

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY Oscar Bulter • singer-song-
writer • 7pm • FREE • 21+

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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Your source for cannabis news and opinion

viewed through a distinctly New Mexican lens.

Sign up for our new newsletter at alibi.com

For more information, or to advertise, email advertising@alibi.com

CSLPlasma.com

*Applicable for eligible, quali�ed new donors. Fees vary by weight and location. 
New donors must bring photo ID, proof of address and Social Security number.

New Donors:
Donate plasma today 
and earn up to $400 
this month!*

Who knew I could earn money and save lives.

211 4TH ST. NW, SUITE 15 • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107 • 505-359-2262
204 SAN MATEO BLVD. SE • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108 • 505-243-4449

Redeem at your nearest donation center for details.

Center staff scan to enter payment comment.
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Lujan Grisham Talks
the Talk

Steve Pearce doesn't say a thing
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much harder. 
Case in point: Last week US District Judge

Robert Kugler ruled that New Jersey's medical
cannabis laws do not protect patients from
employers with a no-drug policy, according to
the New Jersey Law Journal. Plaintiff Daniel
Cotto Jr. claimed he was the victim of disability
discrimination when employer Ardagh Glass

Packing Inc. fired him for refusing a drug
test.

Cotto, a forklift driver, was allegedly
involved in a minor workplace accident.

As per company policy, he was required
to take breath and urine tests, which he
declined. The suit claimed that

legalization of medical cannabis
obligated his employer to provide
him accommodation under the

Law Against Discrimination. The
judge disagreed and ruled in favor of

the defendant. 

Alabama Says 'No' to CBD
Authorities with the Lauderdale and Colbert

County Drug Task Force made public
statements last week informing retailers and
consumers that CBD is illegal to own in
Alabama unless you qualify for medicinal use
under the state's Carly's or Leni's Law. 

Lauderdale County Assistant District
Attorney Angie Hamilton spoke to reporters at
a press conference and clarified a few dangling
issues. “CBD oil is unlawful. It is illegal for
someone to possess it or distribute it,” she said.
“If something came back once we sent it to the
lab that said it did not contain any controlled
substance, it is still illegal in that state of
Alabama to falsely advertise a product. So,
either you’re selling a controlled substance or
you’re falsely advertising your controlled
substance.”

Director of the Lauderdale County Drug
Task Force Tim Glover said, “There is a lot of
bad information coming out that these items
are legal. They are not; they are illegal in
Alabama.” Anyone in possession of CBD was
urged to turn it into authorities without fear of
penalty.

Alabama might seem like a long way off, but
compounded with the recent felony charge
leveled against a traveler passing through
Wyoming with a bottle of CBD, and the
authorities' subsequent raids on local retailers
carrying CBD products on their shelves, I think
it's likely we'll start seeing more cases like this.
The golden age of CBD is probably over.

So far New Mexico has been turning a blind
eye to the huge number of CBD shops
scattershot across the land, but the health
department came down on dispensaries last
month for selling CBD products that had been
sourced from outside the state. This means that
those unregulated CBD shops have a significant
advantage over the dispensaries now. I'm
predicting this will not bode well for CBD
shops. Remember this for the I told you so's
later. a

T
he cannabis vote is probably a real thing in
New Mexico. I've met plenty of people who
plan on “voting to legalize” this

gubernatorial election, and Democratic
candidate Michelle Lujan Grisham must have
heard about it, because she's recently become a
very sure-footed and passionate supporter of
legalizing, taxing and regulating recreational
cannabis for adult use. And she seems
sincere.

In an interview with ABC-7 in El
Paso, given while she toured the US-
Mexico border, Lujan Grisham said she
doesn't believe cannabis is a gateway
drug, and that it will bring money into
the state. “I want our intelligence
community and our law enforcement,
who are working statewide, to deal with
real drug threats, including the cartel.”

Oh, thank God. That means we've
got at least half a chance.

Republican candidate Steve Pearce, on the
other hand, has said he would oppose cannabis
legalization. In April, he told a crowd that
legalized recreational cannabis would be an
economic “obstacle” for those who are less
fortunate. It was one of the weirdest arguments
this reporter had ever heard. Huffington Post
even ran a story with the headline: “GOP
Congressman: Only Wealthy States Can Afford
To Smoke Weed.”

He hasn't said much on the subject since.
Come on, Stevie. Shake that rot out of your

ears and listen up. Your argument hardly makes
sense. Don't you want to win? Supporting
legalization would definitely close that yawning
gap you can feel opening between you and
victory—the one that keeps you awake at night,
chewing your pillowcase and holding back tears. 

I've met my share of Republican cannabis
users out in the trenches, and I can guarantee
you're only hurting your chances.

But who listens to reason these days?

NJ Judge Denies MJ Patient's
Lawsuit

The subject of pre-employment drug testing
in the workplace has become a hot topic of
debate recently. THC can supposedly stay in
your system for up to 90 days. (I pissed hot for
six months, mind you). Combine that with the
fact that you can't drive in any direction
without hitting a state where cannabis has been
legalized, and I'll bet you can guess the problem:
Jobs that drug test are suddenly finding less and
less qualified applicants.

In service industries this won't be that big of
a deal. Phasing out old drug laws won't affect
business as usual for the most part. Some of
them are already doing away with the practice,
and a Wisconsin-based staffing company
released a statement last week urging employers
to get rid of drug tests altogether.

But at jobs where employees are working
with dangerous machinery or sensitive
materials, insurance requirements will make it

presents

March 23 11am-5pm
at the Santa Fe Convention Center

Building the Cannatopia:
Creating our future for the cannabis and hemp industry.

please contact Tierna Unruh-Enos to inquire about 
booth and sponsorship opportunities.

(505) 346-0660 ext. 248 or email advertising@alibi.com

Early bird booth pricing
available until Sept. 30!
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): In Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland, our heroine encounters a talking
caterpillar as he smokes a hookah on top of a tall
mushroom. "Who are you?" he asks her. Alice is honest:
"I know who I was when I got up this morning, but I
think I must have been changed several times since
then." She says this with uneasiness. In the last few
hours, she has twice been shrunken down to a tiny size
and twice grown as big as a giant. All these
transformations have unnerved her. In contrast to Alice,
I'm hoping you'll have a positive attitude about your
upcoming shifts and mutations, Aries. From what I can
tell, your journey through the Season of
Metamorphosis should be mostly fun and educational.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Juan Villarino has
hitchhiked over 2,350 times in 90 countries. His free
rides have carried him over 100,000 miles. He has kept
detailed records, so he's able to say with confidence
that Iraq is the best place to catch a lift. Average wait
time there is 7 minutes. Jordan and Romania are good,
too, with 9-and twelve-minute waits, respectively. In
telling you about his success, I don't mean to suggest
that now is a favorable time to hitchhike. But I do want
you to know that the coming weeks will be prime time
to solicit favors, garner gifts, and make yourself
available for metaphorical equivalents of free rides.
You're extra magnetic and attractive. How could
anyone could resist providing you with the blessings
you need and deserve?

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): One of the big stories of
2018 concerns your effort to escape from a star-
crossed trick of fate—to fix a long-running tweak that
has subtly undermined your lust for life. How successful
will you be in this heroic quest? That will hinge in part
on your faith in the new power you've been developing.
Another factor that will determine the outcome is your
ability to identify and gain access to a resource that is
virtually magical even though it appears nondescript. I
bring this to your attention, Gemini, because I suspect
that a key plot twist in this story will soon unfold. 

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Potential new allies are
seeking entrance to your domain. Existing allies aspire
to be closer to you. I'm worried you may be a bit
overwhelmed; that you might not exercise sufficient
discrimination. I therefore urge you to ask yourself
these questions about each candidate. 1) Does this
person understand what it means to respect your
boundaries? 2) What are his or her motivations for
wanting contact with you? 3) Do you truly value and
need the gifts each person has to give you? 4)
Everyone in the world has a dark side. Can you intuit
the nature of each person's dark side? Is it tolerable? Is
it interesting?

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): While a young man, the
future Roman leader Julius Caesar was kidnapped by
Sicilian pirates. They proposed a ransom of 620
kilograms of silver. Caesar was incensed at the small
size of the ransom—he believed he was worth more—
and demanded that his captors raise the sum to 1,550
kilograms. I'd love to see you unleash that kind of
bravado in the coming weeks, Leo—preferably without
getting yourself kidnapped. In my opinion, it's crucial
that you know how valuable you are, and make sure
everyone else knows, as well.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Romanian philosopher
Emil Cioran loved the music of Johann Sebastian Bach.
"Without Bach, God would be a complete second-rate
figure," he testified, adding, "Bach's music is the only
argument proving the creation of the Universe cannot
be regarded as a complete failure." I invite you to
emulate Cioran's passionate clarity, Virgo. From an
astrological perspective, now is an excellent time to
identify people and things that consistently invigorate
your excitement about your destiny. Maybe you have
just one shining exemplar, like Cioran, or maybe you
have more. Home in on the phenomena that in your
mind embody the glory of creation.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): I foresee the withering of
a hope or the disappearance of a prop or the loss of
leverage. This ending may initially make you feel

melancholy, but I bet it will ultimately prove
beneficent—and maybe lead you to resources that
were previously unavailable. Here are rituals you could
perform that may help you catalyze the specific kind of
relief and release you need: 1) Wander around a
graveyard and sing songs you love. 2) Tie one end of a
string around your ankle and the other end around an
object that symbolizes an influence you want to banish
from your life. Then cut the string and bury the object.
3) Say this 10 times: "The end makes the beginning
possible."

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): "If a man treats a life
artistically, his brain is his heart," wrote Oscar Wilde. I'll
translate that into a more complete version: "If a person
of any gender treats life artistically, their brain is their
heart." This truth will be especially applicable for you in
the coming weeks. You'll be wise to treat your life
artistically. You'll thrive by using your heart as your
brain. So I advise you to wield your intelligence with
love. Understand that your most incisive insights will
come when you're feeling empathy and seeking
intimacy. As you crystallize clear visions about the
future, make sure they are generously suffused with
ideas about how you and your people can enhance your
joie de vivre.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): "My tastes are
simple," testified Sagittarian politician Winston
Churchill. "I am easily satisfied with the best." I propose
that we make that your motto for now. While it may not
be a sound idea to demand only the finest of everything
all the time, I think it will be wise for you to do so during
the next three weeks. You will have a mandate to resist
trifles and insist on excellence. Luckily, this should
motivate you to raise your own standards and expect
the very best from yourself.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Russian playwright
Anton Chekhov articulated a principle he felt was
essential to telling a good story: If you say early in your
tale that there's a rifle hanging on the wall, that rifle
must eventually be used. "If it's not going to be fired, it
shouldn't be hanging there," declared Chekhov. We
might wish that real life unfolded with such clear
dramatic purpose. To have our future so well-
foreshadowed would make it easier to plan our actions.
But that's not often the case. Many elements pop up in
our personal stories that ultimately serve no purpose.
Except now, that is, for you Capricorns. I suspect that in
the next six weeks, plot twists will be telegraphed in
advance.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Would it be fun to
roast marshmallows on long sticks over scorching
volcanic vents? I suppose. Would it be safe? No! Aside
from the possibility that you could get burned, the
sulfuric acid in the vapors would make the cooked
marshmallows taste terrible, and might cause them to
explode. So I advise you to refrain from adventures like
that. On the other hand, I will love it if you cultivate a
playful spirit as you contemplate serious decisions. I'm
in favor of you keeping a blithe attitude as you navigate
your way through tricky maneuvers. I hope you'll be
jaunty in the midst of rumbling commotions.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): People will be thinking
about you more than usual, and with greater intensity.
Allies and acquaintances will be revising their opinions
and understandings about you, mostly in favorable
ways, although not always. Loved ones and not-so-
loved ones will also be reworking their images of you,
coming to altered conclusions about what you mean to
them and what your purpose is. Given these
developments, I suggest that you be proactive about
expressing your best intentions and displaying your
finest attributes. a

HOMEWORK: WHAT POSE WOULD IT BE A RELIEF FOR
YOU TO DROP? HOW ARE YOU FAKING, AND WHAT

COULD YOU DO TO STOP? FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM.  

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.
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exchanges that day. Looking for in-depth conversation

in this world gone tweeting. Getting into farm truck

when you left in station wagon. Would so enjoy finding

out what's behind your lovely smile.

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Natural Grocers on 6/27/2018.

TROMBINOS

You sat with your family at a table across from mine

from about 8:30 to 10. Seems like we were constantly

exchanging glances and I saw you look back as you

left. Interested?

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Trombinos bar on 7/9/2018.

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN AT TRADER JOE’S

You, in front of me at checkout, wearing low cut

strappy top. Me, older guy wearing Panama with

black hat band. You, stepped back in front of me to

get a Toblerone chocolate. You charmed me with your

smile. Want to meet up for coffee or a drink?

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Trader Joe’s Uptown on 6/1/2018.

EYE CONTACT

I can't get you off my mind! I saw you, your daughter,

and your son at the Western Mercantile Store. You were

at the counter getting dog food, when our eyes met and

you smiled. Respectfully, when made eye contact again

in the parking lot, I chose to say nothing in front of your

kids. Let's get together for coffee and chat.

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Western Mercantile Store in Tijeras on

8/1/2018.

DEFINED FITNESS

You were lifting weights at the gym late afternoon, you

had a blue cap on in a wheelchair. I was

running/peeping the gun show. Then saw you on tinder

after and hope I would see you again somehow.

I am a Man. I saw a Man.

Where:  on 7/22/2018.

NATURAL GROCERS BY DAIRY IN BACK

Mid-afternoon, slender man in tan shirt and slacks,

going white like me, in denim outfit with garden tan.

You got sauerkraut, looked back at me with gentle

smile. Wanted to say "hi" but vision issue in way of easy

Beauty Services

w
MALE WAXING &
GROOMING Man Scaper

Spa .com is the only waxing
studio in ABQ specializing in
Men. Book Online 3 Full
Manzilians Only $100. Text 505-
750-1498

Handyman Services

SWAMP COOLER EXPERT 20

YRS EXP. BONDED/SELF
INSURED Semi-
retired/reasonable 270-3229

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE

Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Arts & Crafts

ARTSTIC.COM Join. Blog. Sell.
Meet other artists. 

Events

STARGATE COSMOS EXPO

October 25-28,2018-808-214-
3442-Ramada Albuquerque
Midtown
www.stargatetothecosmos.org

Studies

w
MRI STUDY 8-18 y.o. M/F
for brain study. $20 per

hour. 272-0769 (HRRC # 07-
272).

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Real Estate

FOR SALE 1 acre Commercial
land Z-C1 Unser/Northern
$1.75 sqft, Condo
carlisle/montgomery 2bd 1.5b
800 sqft call Bronson (505)
8043576

Apartments for Rent

JUAN TABO/CANDELARIA NE
1br $545/mo+deposit. 2br
$645/mo+elec. Mature adults
only. Call 293-3909

Wellness

ABQ DRINQ STUDY We are
seeking healthy individuals 22-
55 years of age who are
moderate to heavy drinkers for a
study of how alcohol use affects
brain functioning. The study
involves four visits at the Mind
Research Network over 18
months and each visit requires
up to 8 hours, which can be
split over multiple days. You will
be compensated at the rate of

$20/hour for your participation.
The Mind Research Network is
located on the North Campus of
University of New Mexico. If you
would like to be considered for
the study, please call 505-633-
4028 or email
abqdrinq@mrn.org. Please
mention "ABQ DRINQ Study".

Licensed Massage

w
AUTHENTIC TANTRA
MASSAGE Give yourself

Employment

SALON BOOTH RENTAL $450
T-Edge 505.899.4575
(Tammy) Old Town Area

w
AWARD WINNING
RESTAURANT: RELISH is

currently hiring please come in for
an application at 8019 Menaul
Blvd NE. ABQ, NM 87110.

SERVERS AND COOKS: Ragin’
Shrimp is hiring servers, cooks, &
dishwashers. Apply in person.

Body & Soul

3624 Central SE (east of
Carlisle). 

Opportunities

w
EASY MONEY You need 1.
a cell phone, 2. to be FED

UP WITH ROBO-CALLS and 3.
learn how to identify
telemarketers. For more info
www.call-childress.com 505-
433-9823 I SUE
TELEMARKETERS 

Office Space

EAST NOB HILL OFFICE. 5

w
ROOMING HOUSE Rooms
in Barelas rooming house.

On bus route, 8 rooms share 2
bath & kitchen. Rent is
$425/m (util incld), $150/dd
w/m2m lease. For more info,
call 505-379-1677 PLEASE DO
NOT TEXT/EMAIL

offices, reception, conference.
Great condition. $1300. 128
Quincy NE. 620-4970.

Rooms/Roommates

Downtown

the beautiful gift of authentic
Tantra massage and teaching. I
am a Certified Tantra Educator,
Professional Massage Therapist,
Relationship Coach and Reiki
Healer. Please call me for
detailed information and
scheduling. Namaste,Julianne
505 920 3083 LMT #2788

DOWNTOWN FOOT & BODY
MASSAGE 508 Central SW,
505-730-9552. LMT #5694  

Metaphysical

TAROT/ORACLE READINGS
$45 1st visit if you mention
Alibi. Tammy 505.203.2674

Self-Help/Workshops

OUT OF CONTROL? Are you
strugglilng with COMPULSIVE
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR and WANT
HELP? Call (505) 510-1722 or
visit www.abqsaa.org
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 "The Simpsons" character
with a crossword episode
5 Waldorf (but not Statler), for
one
10 Flim-___ (swindle)
14 Some are fine
15 Actress Menzel of "Frozen"
and "Wicked"
16 Jared of "Panic Room"
17 Webster of dictionaries
18 Hebrew letter on a dreidel
19 Atop
20 Bug with formic acid
21 Show with a protagonist
known as Number Six
23 Early fruit sampler?
25 Olympics chant that must
annoy every other country
26 Came up
27 Copper finish
30 Small flashes of light
31 Where to use a No. 2 pencil
35 Cartoonist Avery
36 Pained sound
37 Half of Bennifer, once
40 Movie with a robot called
"Number 5"
44 Jill who played Captain
Stubing's daughter on "The
Love Boat"
47 Bald baby?
48 In better health
49 Midsection muscles
52 IX's opposite, on a clock
face
53 YA fantasy hero who
combats No.1
56 Frazier's "Thrilla in Manila"
opponent
59 Horse race pace,
sometimes
60 ___ Lama
61 "___ Artist's Studio"
(Christina Rossetti poem)
62 "You and ___ going to get
along"
63 Cheeses in red wax
64 Semiprecious stone used in
cameos
65 Not barefoot
66 "GymnopÈdies" composer
Erik
67 "The Untouchables" agent
Eliot

Down

1 Actress Condor of Netflix's
"To All the Boys I've Loved
Before"
2 Element that sounds like the
middle two letters should be
switched
3 Paycheck deduction, perhaps
4 Wildfire side effect
5 "OK, whatever" noise
6 "Later," in Lourdes
7 Walks with a cane, perhaps
8 "It's the end of ___"
9 "The Persistence of Memory"
artist
10 Put the pedal to the metal
11 Ono's love
12 Be a witness to
13 Mandy and Dudley, for two
21 Place that's not fun to be
stuck inside with mosquitos
22 Pizzeria in "Do the Right
Thing"
24 Diesel who got to say "I am
Groot" in multiple languages
27 Calif. winter setting
28 Blackjack card
29 Gas used in light tubes
30 "Aladdin" character

32 Former Boston Bruin Bobby
33 "___ if I can help it!"
34 Tic ___ (candy brand)
37 Moore who won an Oscar for
"Still Alice"
38 Perjure oneself
39 Baseball Hall-of-Famer Mel
40 Came down pretty hard
41 "First, do no ___"
42 Racetrack boundary
43 Special effects that look real
but aren't, briefly
44 Start of many a "Jeopardy!"
response
45 Palindromic Reno casino
founder William
46 Bull-themed tequila brand
49 Carne ___
50 A sharp equivalent
51 "Likewise"
54 "Beware the ___ of March"
55 Sagacious
57 Ruffles rival
58 "Listen Like Thieves" band
61 Charged atom
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